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Abstract: Cloud computing has revolutionised the way in which computing services are delivered and managed in the 
contemporary society and economy. The emergence of computers and the internet, the one hand, accelerated the swift 
technological developments in especially in the computing domain thus speeding up the rapid growth and diffusion of cloud 
computing. But, at one and the same time, on the other hand, they tectonically transformed the contemporary society and 
economy into information/knowledge/ digital society and economy. Both are reciprocally and interactively related, strengthening 
each other in their operational and functional practices. These practices, in the wake of coming of ‘data revolution’ and 
consequent ‘datafication’ of the society and economy, abundantly exhibited different types of security issues, especially privacy 
risks, which transmuted the erstwhile society and economy into an the information/knowledge/ digital risk society and economy 
and, simultaneously, became an hindrance to the diffusion of cloud computing, which itself  is embedded in this risk society and 
economy in the global information capitalist order. Risks, particularly privacy risks, constitute the strong bridge and link 
between them. The present paper critically analyses and surveys these stated socio-technical developments. 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Computer, Internet, Privacy Risks, Information Risk Society and Economy 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The impact of the Information and Communication Technologies (hereafter ICTs) in revamping structural transformation is 
enormous and multifarious. It is more transformative and empowering when one takes account of the ecosystem of the ICTs, which 
comprises other newly emerged innovative technologies such as IoT, Big Data, Data Analytics, Cloud Computing, etc. ITU 
(International Telecommunication Union) refers to the emerging ICT ecosystem, providing different types of benefits. The 
following Figure 1, provided by ITU, illustrates the Information and Communication Technology ecosystem and its components 

 
Figure 1: Complementary Innovations in Advanced ICTs 

[1]. IoT, Cloud computing, big data analytics and artificial intelligence each has useful applications on a standalone basis. But, if 
they are technologically jointly used, the combination will provide greater benefits. This is so in view of the increased capability of 
each technology when used in unison along with next-generation networks (NGN) and new applications or services. As ITUstates: 
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‘IoT can unfold its true potential when combined with data analytical capability. Given the rapidly increasing amounts of 
information, their velocity and complexity, artificial intelligence can greatly help to make sense of the information and create semi-
autonomous and autonomous cyber–physical systems (such as autonomous vehicles, smart homes, smart grids and smart 
transportation). Sensors, actuators and networks form the physical backbone of IoT in a narrow sense. Cloud and other new 
computing architectures provide a complementary layer of data processing and storage capabilities that enables ubiquitously 
available services. Big data analysis helps to make descriptive, explanatory, predictive and prescriptive sense of the detailed data. 
Artificial intelligence enhances all these capabilities (e.g. computer vision allows new forms of sensing) but also, most importantly, 
adds another layer of analytical power. Most of the value in this new technology stack is in the applications and services that can be 
created by using IoT, cloud computing, big data analytics and artificial intelligence ...  in a wide range of verticals (e.g. energy, 
transportation and health care) and across sectors’ [1]. In addition ICTs, cloud computing as core technology, together with other 
technologies (i.e., IOT, Big Data Analytics etc), contributes to attaining sustainable development Goals(SDGs) across the world. 
Table 1, taken from ITU’s Measuring the Information Society Report (2017), show how ICTs are advance these goals [1]. They all 
are constituents of the Fourth IndustrialRevolution [2], as shown in Figure 2. From the Fourth Industrial Revolution emanated the 
concepts such as  Internet of things (IoT), industrial Internet of things (IIoT), cobot (collaborative robot), big data, cloud computing, 
virtual manufacturing, and  3D printing, artificial intelligence, biotechnology  and others [3]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is   
integrally specifically  connected with such disciplinary areas, argue Kumar and others, “as intelligent manufacturing, cloud 
manufacturing and Industry 4.0 and key  enabling  technologies such as big data analytics, cyber-physical systems, Internet of 
things, information and communication technology and cloud computing” [4]  How (CC) is connected to Robotics, which emerged 
during the Fourth Industrial Revolution is connected is shown, for example, by a recent researcher: ‘CR is a rapidly evolving field 
that allows robots to offload computation-intensive and storage-intensive jobs into the cloud. Robots are limited in terms of 
computational capacity, memory and storage. Cloud provides unlimited computation power, memory, storage and especially 
collaboration opportunity’ [5]. In brief, ‘Cloud computing combines the best of the mainframe era with the best of the PC-enabled 
client-server era along with the Internet era’ [6]. Far from being a hype or catchphrase, Cloud Computing (hereafter CC) is an 
emerging paradigm and a transformational technology that renders numerous services to a host of entities ranging from individuals 
and businesses, through various governmental and on-governmental organizations and agencies, to IT professionals including 
academics and researchers by virtualized centralization of computing shared resources over the internet from any location (home, 
workplace etc.). To the client CC offers serviceslike applications, data, computing resources and even management functions.  
‘Individuals are using cloud‐based applications, such as Web mail and Web‐based calendar or photo‐sharing Web sites (e.g., Flickr, 
Picasa) and online data storage. Small‐ and medium‐sized enterprises are using cloud‐based applications for accounting, payroll 
processing, customer relationship management (CRM), business intelligence, and data mining. Large enterprises use cloud services 
for business functions, such as supply‐chain management, data storage, big data analytics, business process management, CRM, 
modeling and simulation, and application development’[7]. Sosinky makes the point that the word ‘cloud’ has specific reference to 
two essential concepts in CC. The first one is abstraction in the sense that it abstracts the details of system implementation from both 
users and developers. This implies that ‘applications run on physical systems that aren't specified, data is stored in locations that are 
unknown, administration of systems is outsourced to others, and access by users is Ubiquitous’.  The second essential point is that 
CC ‘virtualizes systems by pooling and sharing resources. Systems and storage can be provisioned as needed from a centralized 
infrastructure, costs are assessed on a metered basis, multi-tenancy is enabled, and resources are scalable with agility’ [8]. 

 
Figure 2: Fourth Industrial Revolution 
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The analysis of the issues raised in the instant paper follows the following order.  The section II discusses different dimensions of 
CC with special reference to its historical background and evolution. In section III the development of the 
information/knowledge/digital society and economy is mapped out in its multidimensional aspects and components. The section IV 
shifts the analysis to highlighting security, data security and privacy concerns in CC in the information/Knowledge/ digital Society. 
Next section V concentrates on privacyand privacy risks of privacy in cloud computing and assesses the role computer and internet 
in this regard. The final section VI points to the findings of the study showing the parallels between the emergence of 
theInformation or knowledge or digital society and economy, on the one hand, and CC, on the other, in terms of privacy risks that 
are embodied in both. Research method applied to this kind of research work is known asexploratory study. Its scope is as follows: 
“Exploratory studies consist of collecting, analyzing, and interpretingobservations about known designs, systems, or models, or 
about abstract theories or subjects. These studies are largely an inductive process to gain understanding. ...Exploratory studies 
observe specific phenomena to look for patterns and arrive at a general theory of behaviour. The emphasis is onevaluation or 
analysis of data, not on creating new designsor models. The emphasis is on perspective and relativeimportance [253].”  
 

II. HISTORICAL BACKROUND: AN OVERVIEW OF CLOUD COMPUTING 
The CC historically evolved in terms of cumulative technological developments that were innovated since the 1960s. It came into 
prominence in 2006 when ‘Amazon launched its Elastic Compute cloud (EC2) as a commercial web service that allows small 
companies and individuals to rent computers on which to run their own computer applications’[9]. Bohm et al. argue that CC 
emerged in 2007. In Fig. 3 they also provided a historical timeline of its evolution from 1837 to 2007 [10]. Deshpande and  

 
Figure 3: Time of historical milestones of the development of Cloud Computing 

Others trace the origins of CC in Terms of their historical relationships to each other. In recent times CC grew outof firstcomputers 
that evolved from the centralized mainframes (1959) to the distributed client–server regime powered by the dawn of personal 
computers(1981). Then comes Internet era when one became empowered access from anywhere by means of computer 
communication network spread across the world. CC emerges, also by being a point of departure for other technologies like, IoT, 
Big Data and Data Analytics [11]. Figure 3 shows this. It is rightly stated that “Cloud computing is a 
 

 

Figure 4: Evolution of Cloud technology 
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Combination of best from mainframes, client–server models and Internet technology” [11]. Said otherwise, historically CC is the 
product of successive technological advancements, as in Figure 4 which shows the convergence of technologies leading to the rise 
of CC per se as in Figure 5 [12]. What is cloud computing?  It is rather difficult to define what CC is because the there is no 
consensus among concerned experts on its definition. In the computing domain there are disagreements which usually vary on the 
basis of emphasis the experts put on while defining CC. The word ‘cloud’ was initially used in telecommunications industry as an 
abstraction in the network system and then became the symbol of internet – the computer network. This gave rise finally to cloud 
computing associated with, as Buyya et al contend, ‘an Internet-centric way of computing’ since the internet plays a basic role in 
cloud computing [13].  This is reflected in the definition given by Armbrust et al.: “Cloud Computing refers to both the applications 
delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the data centers that provide those services. The 
services themselves have long been referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS), so we use thatterm. The data center hardware and 
software is what we will call a Cloud” [14]. Buyya et al. define CC as follows:  ‘A cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system 
consisting of a collection of interconnected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or 
more unified computing resources based on service-level agreements established through negotiation between the service provider 
and consumers’ [13]. The widely accepted definition of cloud computing is one given by NIST (The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology). According to its  definition, ‘cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.(October 25, 2011: 2-1)’ [15]. 
Chen and others mention that there are five actors,   as listed by NIST, who are involved in the CC process. 1. Cloud consumer–A 
person or organization that maintains a business relationship with and uses services offered by cloud providers. 2. Cloud provider–A 
person, organization, or entity responsible for offering various services to cloud consumers. 3. Cloud auditor–A party that can 
conduct independent assessments of cloud services, information system operations, performance, and security of cloud 
implementations. 4. Cloud broker–An entity that manages theuse, performance, and delivery of cloud services, and negotiates 
relationships between cloud providers and cloud consumers. 5. Cloud carrier–The intermediary that provides connectivity and 
transport of cloud servicesfrom cloud providers to cloud consumers [16].  Figure 6 presents an overview of the NIST cloud 
computing reference architecture, which includes the major actors, their activities and functions in CC [17].  

 
Figure 5: Convergence of technologies for evolution of cloud computing 

In this respect, architecturally speaking, CC it consists of a Frontend and a Backend segments. The Frontend refers to the cloud user 
working on the network (internet) or mobile phone. The frontend is the user interface that the user uses to get connected to the 
cloud. The user interface enables the user to perform managerial functions such as switching on and switching off virtual machines, 
overseeing their servers and the various computing resources. The most common application is such that a web browser on which 
most applications in different devices can be set up because of the added advantage of simplicity and familiarity in its use, as in the 
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World Wide Web (WWW). In today’s web browsers, a user can now to run applications via the browser, and thus can access 
various resources of the cloud via the web [18]. The Backend is concerned with computational devices and processes and data 
bases. They include various entities, such as  the  following: 1. Physical machines data centre for managing the physical resources of  
cloud computing and hence inclusive of  servers, switches, routers and the cooling arrangement; 2. Virtual machines for allocating 
cloud resources on demand  to the user. Virtual machines are tasked with virtualization meaning that resources of one physical 
machine can be allocated and used by several virtual machines; and 3. Software support based on operating system (OS) and 
application framework, providing the platform for the Application Programming Interface (API) forstorage and less costly web 
applications [19]. As Chandran and Angepot argue, CC components can further be illustrated in terms of cloud infrastructure, cloud 
platform and cloud application. Cloud infrastructure is made up of numerous services such as computational resources like virtual 
machines, data storage and communication services Amazon’s EC2. The cloud platform supplies APIs for interaction with the cloud 
application like Google’s App Engine 

 
Figure 6: Overview of the NIST cloud computing reference architecture 

or Salesforce.com.  Finally, cloud application is the web service which runs on the topof the cloud platform or the infrastructure. 
They are the common interface applications such as the Google’s Google docs [20].T he CC exhibits many features which are 
shown in Figure 7, taken from DataFlair Team [21]. CC offers many gains to the business organizations for which it is adopted as a 
strategy for commercial benefits in the competitive market. First, CC ensures Cost Reduction in capital expenses because business 
organizations will not have to pay for server hardware since cloud service providers provide in-house provision of   

 
Figure 7: Ten Major Features of Cloud Computing 

 
Computing services. In addition, they only pay for CC services they use. It means that underutilization of services will 
understandably restricted to the minimum. Second, CC demonstrates improved Flexibilitysince business employees can get CC 
services from anywhere as long they have access to the internet connectivity through any kind of device. It is therefore location 
independent. Third, CC has Agility meaning that it can speedily develop, test and launch software applications to respond to 
thecustomer’s requirements andhence can adapt to the changing needs of the business environment. Fourth, CC has Scalabilityin 
thesystem referring to the ability to promptly increase or decrease the workload (i.e. processing, storage etc.). Thus the scalability 
enables availability of resources on demand and removable those when not needed. Fifth, CC displays Reliability in that if one 
physical machine fails, the other physical machines can handle load or tasks dynamically.   
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The failure of the concerned machine remains invisible to the consumers. Sixth, CC thus stands for Reduced Management Efforts 
because dynamic nature of the CC to flexibly handle hardware failures spares of the need for humanintervention.  Seventh, the 
utilization of CC results in Reduced Environmental Effect because its operations reduce carbon footprint, while assuring better uses 
of hardware resources with flexibility.Finally, CC ensures Better hardware Resources Utilization, for one host server with higher 
capacity can replace several other servers as virtual machines [22] [23] [7]. In the following Table 1 Srinivasan summarizes the 
benefits that accrueto different types of business organizations for using CC [24]. Bhowmik [12] provides a comprehensive list of 
advantages for using the CC in Figure 7. Even though CC provides substantial benefits to the individual and business consumers, 
there are several factors which must be considered when they consider its implementation of the CC.  Amron et al. [20] have 
reviewed these factors on the basis of existing literature and mention different factors in Table 2.They also, however, motioned that 
there are factors that act as inhibitors in the process of implementation of CC, such as  (1) security, privacy and trust; (2) 
compliance; (3) reliability and (5) complexity and interoperability; and (6) vendor lock-in [25].  
 

 
Business benefits 

Small 
Business 

Medium Sized     
Business 

Large  Business 

Service availability Y Y Y 
Service reliability Y Y Y 
Meeting demand elasticity Y Y Y 
Ability to pay -as you-go Y Y Y 
Service automation - Y Y 
Email support Y Y - 
Database support Y Y - 
CRM support - Y Y 
Access control support - - Y 
Security - - Y 
Business continuity - Y Y 
Data storage - Y Y 
Data backup and recovery - - Y 
Meeting regulatory compliance - - Y 
Meeting Industry compliance Y Y Y 

Table 1: CC Benefits for Different Types of Business Organizations 
Note: - denotes that the benefit is not significant. 

 

 
Figure 8: Advantages of cloud computing 
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Murgesan and Bojanova  also pointed to certain limitations that the consumers need to think about before  they move to CC: (1) 
need of both reliable and always available  high speed; (2) sometime slow response to increased  traffic or uncertainties on the 
network or excessive load  on computers in the cloud; (3) vulnerabilities concerning security of data  and processing;(4) 
unauthorized access to user’s data; (5) loss of data due to cloud failure ; and (6) reliability and continuous accessibility to services 
provided   cloud service providers [7]. Last but not the least, Hashizume and others warns about some significant barriers to 
adoption. One of the most significant barriers to adoption is security, followed by issues relating to compliance, privacy and legal 
matters. They point to the ‘great deal of uncertainty’ about security at all levels (e.g., network, host, application, and data levels). 
Therefore, they contend that ‘Moving critical applications and sensitive data to public cloud environments is of great concern for 
those corporations that are moving beyond their data center’s network under their control. To alleviate these concerns, a cloud 
solution provider must ensure that customers will continue to have the same security and privacy controls over their applications and 
services, provide evidence to customers that their organization are secureand they can meet their service-level agreements, and that 
they can prove compliance to auditors’ [26]. In an empirical  study Garrison and others  collected data in 2011 from a global sample 
of 314 companies in various industries and the study shows that the success of  CC depends on realizing the importance of  
consumers’ ‘technical, managerial,  and relational capabilities for leveraging cloud-computing resources to maximize the likelihood 
of deployment success and competitive advantage’. Thus they conclude that “that prior to implementing cloud computing, any 
potential client organization should assess its technical andmanagerial capabilities, as well as its ability to develop positive 
relationships with IT providers. The extent these capabilities are (or are not) developed determines how well cloud services achieve 
the organization’s goals and potential competitive strategy” [27]. It is relevant to mention that there are differences between 
traditional IT model and new CC model comprehend elements complexity in the latter. Table 3 illustrates this [28]. It is apparent 
that the traditional IT differs from the CC in several 
 

No. Factors Description Most Affected   
Sectors 

1 Technology 
Readiness (IT 
Resources)  

 

Evaluate the readiness of existing technologies 
in the organization  

Health Care, Higher 
Education, Public 
Sector  

2 Human Readiness  
 

Assess the readiness of staff to use cloud 
computing and their level of IT knowledge  

 

Health Care, Higher 
Education, Public 
Sector  

3 Organization & Top 
Management Support  

 

Assessing the support of top management and 
the ability of the organization as a whole  

 

Health Care, Higher 
Education, Public 
Sector  

4 Environment  
 

Assess the state of around especially external 
such as advances in technology, demand and 
competition  

Health Care, Public 
Services, Public 
Sector 

5 Security & Privacy  
 

See the challenges and problems of privacy 
and risk management during the 
implementation of cloud computing  

Health Care, Higher 
Education, Public 
Sector  

6 Cost Saving  
 

Reduction of operating costs and savings in IT 
management and any related tasks  

Health Care  
 

7 Interaction & 
Feedback  

 

Measure feedback and effective 
communication of its implementation, 
especially to get the information fast and quick  

Higher Education  
 

8 Speed of Internet & 
Accessibility  

In view of the speed of the internet and the 
ability of this technology gives access to users 

Higher Education  

 
Table 2: Factors in CC Implementation  
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Table 3: Traditional IT and Cloud Computing Features 

Respects. CC is indeed a ‘transitional model’ consistent with the transitional era in which industrial era is transmuting into the era of 
post-industrial or information or knowledge society, to which attention will be given in the next section. In the new paradigm of CC 
the relationships between the consumer and the provider become a priority with a clearly defined ‘contractual relationships and 
responsibilities. Benefits of the ‘economies of scale’ are used and applied as the advantage of size with priority parameters of price, 
know-how, and the like’ [29].Operationally speaking, CC provides three types of service and fourdeployment models [30], as shown 
in Table 4.  Briefly, Software as a Service (SaaS), sitting at the top of the service models, does not require software and hardware 
facilities and also its customers do not control components, security and applicationcustomization. SaaS providers are Google Docs, 
Microsoft Office 365, Salesforce Com., etc [22] [25]. In the Platform as a Service (PaaS)  customer need to know  how much 
processing unit memory or storage  they require for  installing applications,  while they are provided necessary resources— 
software, hardware, operating system, server, deployment tools and database etc. –by the service providers  such as Amazon Web 
Services, Google App Engine, and Microsoft azure [22]. In the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), embodying the virtualization 
concept, enables the consumer   to use its infrastructure such as processing, storage, networks, etc, provided by the service 
providers. One example of IaaS is Amazon EC2. [22] [31].  As said earlier, there are four deployment models. Private cloud 
infrastructure is basically for exclusive use by business organizations. Private cloud service has more data security, more energy 
efficiency, and more reliability [22] [31]. Public cloud Infrastructure is available to many consumers but is owned by the service 
provider. Services are offered over the internet but this type of services has security and privacy issues. Community cloud 
deployment provides services to various consumers of a community and can be located on -premise or off-premise. ‘The goal of 
community cloud deployment is to provide the benefits of public cloud, like multi-tenancy, pay-per-use billing etc. to its consumers 
along with added level of privacy and security like the private cloud’ [12]. The hybrid cloud if formed is a combination or two or 
more organizations, enabling them to share storage of critical applications and data, and also to better handle data and security 
concerns of the concerned organizations. [12] [22]. Fernandes et al. advance that cloud service models along with chosen servicing 
models have security requirements which the businesses should assess each models before adopting one of them. There are six 
requirements such as identification and authentication, authorization, confidentiality, integration and non-repudiation, and 
availability. For instance, ‘authorization  requirements on IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS  models on public cloud  are mandatory to  prevent 
unauthorized access  to its assets’ [32]. Let me now pass on to the next section that portrays the emergence of 
Information/Knowledge society, accompanied by information economy /knowledge economy, both of which are embedded the 
Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs).  Cloud Computing is one of several new technologies that are embodied in 
the ICTs. ‘Cloud computing involves the use of computing and ICT resources that are delivered as a service over the Internet from 
geographically disparate locations, using a shared and dynamically scalable infrastructure [33]. 
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SERVICE MODELS 
 
 
Software as a Service 
(SaaS) 

The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s 
applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are 
accessible from various client devices through either a thin client 
interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email) or a program 
interface. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 
infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or 
even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of 
limited user-specific application configuration settings. 

 
Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) 

The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud 
infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using 
programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the 
provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 
infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, 
but has control over the deployed applications and possibly configuration 
settings for the application-hosting environment. 

 
Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS) 

The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, 
storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the 
consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include 
operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or 
control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating 
systems, storage, and deployed applications, and possibly limited control 
of select networking components (e.g., host firewalls). 

DEPLOYMENT MODELS 
 
Private cloud 

The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single 
organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may 
be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a third party, or 
some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises. 

 
Community cloud 

The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific 
community of consumers from organizations that have shared concerns 
(e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance 
considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated by one or more 
of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some combination 
of them, and it may exist on or off premises. 

 
Public cloud 

The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. 
It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or 
government organization, or some combination of them. It exists on the 
premises of the cloud provider. 

 
Hybrid cloud 

The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud 
infrastructures (private, community, or public) that remain unique 
entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology 
that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load 
balancing between clouds). 

Table 4: NISTCloud Computing Service and Deployment Models 
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III. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES:THE RISE OF 
INFORMATION/KNOWLEDGE/DIGITAL SOCIETY AND ECONOMY 

Since the 1970s  a new technological paradigm – organized around ICTs – came into being and triggered revolutionary 
transformations  in every sphere of life and society by what is now aptly called ‘the information technology revolution’, a pervasive 
event that changed the entire world  in terms  of its profound  impact and its resultant consequences [34]. Technologically speaking, 
as Castells elaborates: ‘A new world is taking shape at this turn of the millennium. It originated in the historical coincidence, around 
the late 1960s and mid-1970s, of three independent processes: the information technology revolution; the economic crisis of both 
capitalism and statism, and their subsequent restructuring; and the blooming of cultural social movements, such as libertarianism, 
human rights, feminism, and environmentalism. The interaction between these processes, and the reactions they triggered, brought 
into being a new dominant social structure, the network society; a new economy, the informational /global economy; and a new 
culture, the culture of real virtuality. The logic embedded in this economy, this society, and this culture underlies social action and 
institutions throughout an interdependent world’ [35]. From a methodological viewpoint, this is not technologically deterministic, 
for, as pointedly emphasized by Castells, notbecause ‘new social forms and processes emerge as a consequence of technological 
change. Of course, technology does not determine society. Nor does society script the course of technological change, since many 
factors, including individual inventiveness and entrepreneurialism, intervene in the process of scientific discovery, technological 
innovation, and social applications, so  the final outcome depends on a complex pattern of interaction’ [33] Okinawa Charter on 
Global Information Society, created at the Kyushu-Okinawa Summit in 2000, proclaims that the vision of an inclusive ‘ information 
society’ (hereafter IS)  which  enable people to fulfil their potential and realize their aspirations through a the ‘free flow of 
information and knowledge, mutual tolerance, and respect for diversity’ .  ICTs go a long way  ‘to   create sustainable economic 
growth, enhancing the public welfare, and fostering social cohesion, and work to fully realize its potential to strengthen democracy, 
increase transparency and accountability in governance, promote human rights, enhance cultural diversity, and to foster international 
peace and stability’[36]. The European Council in its meeting of 2000 held a special meeting on 23-24 March 2000 in Lisbon and 
agreed  on a new strategic goal ‘to strengthen employment, economic reform and social cohesion’ as part of a ‘knowledge-based 
economy’ [37]. The Spring 2003 Report of the European Commission noted how Europe was undergoing a transformation into a 
knowledge-based economy and society. It argues that ‘the European Union is evolving into a post-industrial and knowledge-based 
society, just as two centuries ago Europe evolved from an agrarian into an industrial society. Production is shifting steadily from 
material and labour intensive products and processes to knowledge intensive ones. In this context, the key strategic resource for 
future prosperity has become knowledge itself. Knowledge-based societies and economies are based on the production, distribution 
and use of knowledge. Therefore, economic growth depends directly on investment in knowledge that increases the productive 
capacity of traditional factors of production, i.e. knowledge and resulting innovations raise the returns on and the accumulation of 
other types of investment’[38]. 

 
Figure 9: Technology’s Evolution since 1960s – From 

Mainframesto Internet and Cloud computing and Beyond 
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Before the concept of IS is defined and elaborated further, let me mention that cloud computing is a product of successive 
technological developments as shown in Figure 2.  Figure 9 shows how CC and commercial internet arose over the years [39]. The 
paradigm of CC is basically based on the use of internet. The next Table 5 shows the leading technological ingredients that go into 
the making of information society and it includes the requirements of the process of digitization in the evolution and facilitation of 
the information society [40]. However, the leading characteristics and challenges of digitaltechnologies [41] are shown in Table 5. It 
is stated that cloud computing has ‘actually triggered a paradigm shift in the provision of IT infrastructures and can therefore be 
regarded as a major driver of the digital revolution’ [42]. The word ‘digital’ refer to ‘the representation of physical items or 
activities through binary code. When used as an adjective, it describes the dominant use of the latest digital technologies to improve 
organizational processes, improve interactions between people, organizations and things, or make new business models possible’ 
[43]. The word ‘digital’ should be distinguished from the concept of ‘digitalization’ which is relevant to CC business. Digitalization, 
according to Garner, refers to ‘the use of digital technologies to change a business model and provide new revenue and value-
producing opportunities; it is the process of moving to a digital business’ [44].Two concepts of digitization and digitalization should 
be differentiated. Digitization involves analog to digital conversion, as in converting  a essay written  on the paper into a PDF file or 
scanning a photograph. So digitization encodes the data in a digital format.  Digitization has benefits since the data can be used to 
automate processes and   facilitates better accessibility. In contrast, ‘Digitalization moves beyond digitization, leveraging digital 
information technology to entirely transform a business’ processes — evaluating, reengineering and reimagining the way you do 
business. If digitization is a conversion of data and processes, digitalization is a transformation. More than just making existing data 
digital, digitalization embraces the ability of digital technology to collect data, establish trends and make better business decisions’ 
[45]. For instance, having analysed the relevant data collected by an internet device to find out new sources of revenue, one may use 
the same collected data to advise the farmers how to enable them to maximize their yields or productivity. As Urbach and Röglinger 
summarize: ‘While digitization covers the technical process of converting analog signals a digital form, the manifold  sociotechnical 
phenomena and processes of adopting and using digital technologies in broader individual, organizational, and societal contexts are 
commonly referred to as digitalization’. Digital technologies,  which are driven by  digitalization, include both emerging 
technologies like  the Internet of Things (IoT) or blockchain and more established technologies such as social media, mobile 
computing, advanced analytics, and cloud computing (SMAC)  and  are characterized , in contrast to the earlier technology, by ‘ 
three characteristics: re-programmability, which separates the functional logic of a device from its physical embodiment, 
homogenization of data, which allows for storing, transmitting, and processing digital content using the same devices and networks, 
and a self-referential nature yieldingpositive network externalities. Digital technologies can be further classified with respect to 
whether they involve humans actively or passively, how they treat data, whether their input and output is purely digital or can also 
be physical, or whetherthey serve infrastructural or application-oriented purposes....In sum, digital technologies enable platforms, 
autonomous products, sensor-based data collection, analytical insight generation, as well as analytical and augmented interaction 
[46].   

 
‘Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)encompass all those technologies that enable the handling of information 
and facilitate different forms of communication among human actors, between human beings and electronic systems, and among 
electronic systems. These technologies can be sub-divided into: 

 
1 

Capturing technologies, with input devices that collect and convert information into digital form. Such devices include 
keyboards, mice, trackballs, touch screens, voice recognition systems, bar code readers, image scanners and palm-size 
camcorders 

 
2 

Storage technologies, producing a variety of devices to store and retrieve information in digital form. Among these are 
magnetic tapes, floppy disks, hard disks, RAM disks, optical disks (such as CD-ROMs), erasable disks and smart cards 
(credit-card sized cards with memory and processing capacity for financial transactions or medical data). 

3 Processing technologies,creating the systems and applications software that is required for the performance of digital 
ICTs 

 
 
4 

Communications technologies,producing the devices, methods and networks to transmit information in digital form. 
They include digital broadcasting, integrated services digital networks, digital cellular networks, local area networks 
(LANs), wide area networks (WANs, such as the Internet), electronic bulletin boards, modems, transmission media 
such as fibre optics, cellular phones and fax machines, and digital transmission technologies for mobile space 
communications (the new Low Earth Orbit satellite voice and data services). 
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5 

Display technologies,which create a variety of output devices for the display of digitized information. Such devices 
include display screens for computers, digital television sets with automatic picture adjustment, set-top boxes for video-
on-demand, printers, digital video discs (which might replace CD-ROM drives and audio CD players), voice 
synthesizers and virtual reality helmets. 

Today the common feature of these ICTs is digitization.Digitization is the process through which information (whether relayed 
through sound, text, voice or image) is converted into the digital, binary language computers use. Computers cannot understand 
information in the form of pictures or words, but only when it is broken down into binary digits or bits: .zero. or .one., .yes. or 
.no., .on. or .off.. The conversion of information into this form makes it possible to transmit information from different sources 
through one channel and to reduce the risks of distortion. Thus the use of the digital language facilitates the convergence of 
computers, telecommunications, office technologies and assorted audio-visual consumer electronics. Their integration, in turn, 
allows information to be handled at higher speed, with more flexibility, improved reliability and lower costs’. 

Table 5: Components of ICTS and Digitization 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 
NO CHARACTERISTICS CHALLENGES 

 
1 

Cross-platform functionality--content can be accessed 
across multiple devices, particularly via cloud services 

Battery-- life battery durability diff ers from device to device 

 
2 

Mobility--staying online anywhere, anytime Insecurity--many sites and apps may not be secure and personal data 
might be abused 

 
3 

Dynamism--continually evolving and impacting 
users 

Privacy--a more open practice raises significant privacy issues 

 
 
4 

Personalisation--creation of a personalised digital 
environment 

Scalability--to optimise content for mobile applications more 
attention has to be paid to the amount of data that moves back and 
forth on each page; images have to be adjusted and/or removed, if 
possible, and layout adjusted for the most popular devices 

 
5 

Connectedness--becoming part of a global community of 
peers, e.g. via social networking sites 

Quantity--since the Internet provides a vast amount of information, 
precise search and retrieval might be difficult 

 
6 

Ubiquity--ubiquitous computing can occur usingany 
device, in any location and in any format 

Intrusiveness--communication via a variety of channels available 
online, 24/7 connectivity 

 
7 

Robustness--most devices nowadays are powerful and 
reliable 

Quality--the quality of sources and resources varies enormously; 
digital literacy skills are required to assess the validity and relevance 
of information 

 
8 

Interactivity--the web as an interconnected, two-way 
space, rather than a passive consumption space 

Time consuming--online presence is engaging and takes time 

 
9 

Intuitivity--most sites and applications/apps areuser-
friendly 

Triviality--it is a challenge to filter out the large amount of irrelevant 
and meaningless information and ‘noise’ on the Internet 

 
10 

Openness--social and participatory media 
makeinteractions more visible and promotable,e.g. digital 
scholarship/e-research. 

Training--navigating digital technologies and harnessing the power 
they afford is a skill to be acquired 

 
11 

--- Cost--while many resources and tools appear to be free, there is 
usually a cost involved, whether in advertising or inthe device used to 
access the resources 

12 --- Unreliability--sometimes apps or websites crash or are hacked  
 
13 

--- Transitoriness--sites are constantly developing and adapting; a site 
orinterface one has got used to may suddenly change 

 
14 

--- Connectivity--ubiquitous access means that when we are not 
connectedproblems might occur as people expect 24/7 connectivity 

Table 6: Characteristics and Challenges of Digital Technology 
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Furthermore, digitalization profoundly impacts business and society since the technologies enable innovative business models such 
as ‘the platform based models of well-known companies including AirBnB, Uber, or Facebook, ordecentral models enabled by 
blockchain and 3D printing’ and bought about ‘changes industry structures such as reduced entry barriers make technology-savvy 
start-ups flourish and digital giants such as Google or Apple push forward to manifold sectors... In our opinion, the most significant 
characteristics of digitalization are not the usage of data or adoption of technology, but the unprecedented speed of change and level 
of connectedness, which also facilitates the customers’ dominant role as well as the convergence of the physical and the digital 
world’ [46]. The information society is thus inclusive of digital technologies, as shown earlier in the emergent ICT ecosystem [1] 
The information society is the outcome of the Third Industrial Revolution, as shown in Figure 2.  The role of cloud computing 
gradually emerged as a new paradigm in the Fourth Industrial Revolution while remaining, if not strengthening, the social structure 
of the Information society. CC became recognized as a new technological paradigm in the IT domain and also became the driver of 
what is called ‘a major driver of digital revolution’ [47]. Many argue that ICTs, along with other heartland technologies such as 
biotechnology, nanotechnology, and materials technology, are causing ‘a global technology revolution’ or a ‘Third Industrial 
Revolution’ at an accelerating speed and setting forth, in the words of Freeman and Perez, a new ‘techno-economic’ paradigm’[48 
[49]. 
What is information (IS) and/ or knowledge society (KS)? To begin with, the World Summit on the Information Society in 2003 in 
the  Geneva Declaration of Principles acknowledged its common desire and commitment ‘to build a people-centred, inclusive and 
development-oriented Information Society, where everyone can create, access, utilize and share information and knowledge, 
enabling individuals, communities and peoples to achieve their full potential in promoting their sustainable development and 
improving their quality of life, premised on thepurposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and respecting fully and 
upholding the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ [50]. The World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), in Tunis (2005) 
reaffirmed its ‘desire and commitment to build a people-centred, inclusive and development-oriented Information Society, premised 
on the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, international law and multilateralism, and respecting fully and 
upholding the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, so that people everywhere can create, access, utilize and share information 
and knowledge, to achieve their full potential and to attain the internationally agreed development goals and objectives, including 
the Millennium Development Goals’ [51]. In the year, 2005 Government of India constituted its own National Knowledge 
Commission (NKC) ‘to “leapfrog in the race for social andeconomic development” for establishing a knowledge-oriented paradigm 
of development to achieve its own information and or knowledge society goals such providingaccess to knowledge, building 
knowledge concepts, promoting knowledge creation, encouraging knowledge application ,and investment in Knowledge Services 
[52]. Report on Europe and the GlobalInformation Society: Recommendations of the High-level Group on the Information Society 
to the Corfu European Council, known as Bangemann Report (1994), state that information and communications technologies are 
generating a new industrial revolution already as significant and far-reaching as those of the past resulting in the rise of the 
information society. ‘It is a revolution based on information, itself the expression of human knowledge. Technological progress now 
enables us to process, store, retrieve and communicate information in whatever form it may take - oral, written or visual - 
unconstrained by distance, time and volume. This revolution adds huge new capacities to human intelligence and constitutes a 
resource which changes the way we work together and the way we live together’ [53]. Against this backdrop, it is to be noted that 
the concept of information society, along with a host of other allied or similar concepts came to the forefront of theoretical discourse 
from the 1970s and 1980s coinciding with the development of innovations and their diffusion of ICTs and digital technologies 
throughout the world. Becla suggests that concept was introduced by Tadlo Umeaso in 1963 who defined the IS as ‘the society 
getting informed through the computer’ [54]. In 1966 Robert Lane argued that we live in a "knowledgeable society" of 
‘knowledgeable society’ or ‘the age knowledge’ in the context of policy making changes [55]. In 1968 Brzezinski spoke of 
‘Technetronic Society’ – ‘A society that is shaped culturally, psychologically, socially, and economically by the impact of 
technology and electronics, particularly computers and communications’ [56]. In 1968 A. Etzioni drew attention to ‘Active 
Society’in which he spoke of   transitions of all societies in the‘post-modern’ period which witnessed the ‘expansion of man’s 
knowledge’ [57]. Around 1960 Drucker talked about ‘knowledge Work’ and  ‘knowledge worker’ and later in 1993 spoke of  ‘the 
shift to knowledge society’ and stated that ‘the basic economic resource - 'the means of production' to use the economist's term - is 
no longer capital, nor natural resources (the economist's 'land'), nor 'labour'.  It is and will be knowledge’ in the post-capitalist 
society hinting at the coming of information and/or knowledge society [58]. Nora and Minc(1980) envisioned an IS in France and 
elsewhere  due to the merging pervasiveness of telematique,  the convergence of  telecommunications with computers and data 
processing. In the computerized society - information is ‘socialized’, that is, ‘promoting the preparation of data on the basis of 
which the strategy of the center and the desires of the periphery may reach agreement whereby Society and the State not only 
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support each other but produce each other’ [59]. This points to the triumph of the envisaged good society in the coming of 
computerized future.  Another social analyst, Touraine traced in 1969 the emergence of ‘post-industrial society’ as programmed 
society superseding earlier the industrial society [60]. 
One of the most leading proponents of the supersession of the industrial society by ‘post-industrial society’ was Bell who attempted 
to explain ‘an axial change in the social structure (defined as the economy, the technology and the stratification system) of the 
society’. In wake of the rise of telecommunications   ‘a new social framework became decisive for the way in which economicand 
social exchanges are conducted, the way knowledge is created and retrieved, and the character of the occupations and work in which 
men engage. This revolution in the organization and processing of information and knowledge, in which the computer plays a 
central role, has as its context the development of what I have called the post-industrial society’ [61]. Thus, for him, IS is embodied 
in post-industrial society, Bell’s preferred label.  In the anniversary edition of his classic book The Coming of Post-Industrial 
Society (1999), he specifically highlighted theses dimensionsof post-industrial society: (1) ‘The centrality of theoretical knowledge’ 
in which ‘the codification of theoretical knowledge and materials science becomes the basis of innovations in technology. One sees 
this primarily in the new science-based industries—computers, electronics, optics, polymers—that mark the last third of the 
century’; (2) ‘The creation of a new intellectual technology which means that ‘through new mathematical and economic 
techniques—based on the computer linear programming, Markov chains, stochastic processes and the like -- we can utilize 
modeling, simulation and other tools of system analysis and decision theory in order to chart more efficient, “rational” solutions to 
economic and engineering, if not social, problems’; (3) ‘The spread of a knowledge class’ by which Bell refers to ‘the technical and 
professional class’; (4) ‘The change from goods to services’ such as ‘primarily human services (principally in health, education and 
social services) and professional and technical services (e.g., research, evaluation, computers, and systems analysis)’; (5) ‘A change 
in the character of work’ which  is  ‘primarily a“game between persons” (between bureaucrat and client, doctor andpatient, teacher 
and student, or within research groups, office groups,service groups)’ and this points up  ‘a completely new and unparalleled state of 
affairs’;(6)  ‘The role of women’ who for the first time have ‘a secure base for economic independence’; (7) ‘Science as the imago’  
for science has become inextricably intertwined not only with technology but with the military and with social technologies and 
societal needs. In all this—a central feature of the postindustrial society—the character of the new scientific institutions—will be  
crucial for the future of free inquiry and knowledge’; (8) ‘Situses as political units’  consisting of ‘four functional situses—
scientific, technological (i.e., applied skills:engineering, economics, medicine), administrative and cultural—and five institutional 
situses  -- economic enterprises, government bureaus, universities and research complexes, social complexes (e.g., hospitals, social-
service centers), and the military’; (9) ‘Meritocracy’ ‘based  on achievement, through the respect of peers’; (10) ‘The end of 
scarcity?’ . In the post-industrial society, ‘there will be scarcities of information and of time. And the problems of allocation 
inevitably remain, in the cruder form, even, of man becoming homo economicus in the disposition of his leisure time’; and finally 
(11) ‘The economics of information’ which is by its nature ‘a collective, not a private, good (i.e., a property’. Its implication is that 
postindustrial society requires that a “competitive” strategy between producers is to be preferred lest enterprise become slothful 
ormonopolistic’ and also ‘a “cooperative” strategy in order to increase the spread and use of knowledge in society’ [62].  Bell’s 
typology of different societies isdescribed in Table 7 below [63]. The heightened emphasis on information and/or knowledge in his 
work is what makes Bell’s contribution to the concept of information society central. This is also why different theorists include 
Bell in their analysis of information society [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71]. 
There is no consensus over the exactness and contours of what the IS is.  Luc Soete defines it as a society that is ‘currently being put 
into place, where low cost information and data storage and transmission technologies are in general use. This generalisation of 
information and data use is being accompanied by organisational, commercial, social and legal innovations that will profoundly 
change life both in the world of work and in society generally’ [72]. Webster, who is critical of the concept’s validity, opines that 
information society can be defined along five dimensions: 1 technological; 2 economic;3 occupational;4 spatial; and 5 cultural. The 
dimensions are not, however, mutually exclusive [64]. Van Dijk looks at the IS from the viewpoint of changing substance of 
activities and processes He gives a comprehensive definition: “In an information society the information intensity of all activities 
becomes so high that this leads to: 1. an organization of society based on science, rationality and reflexivity; 2.an economy with all 
values and sectors, even the agrarian and industrial sectors, increasingly characterized by information production; 3. a labour market 
with a majority of functions largely or completely based on tasks of information processing requiring knowledge and 
highereducation (hence, the alternative term knowledge society);4.a culture dominated by media and information products with 
theirsigns, symbols and meanings.Itis the intensity of informationprocessing in all these spheres that allows usto describe it as ‘a 
new type of society’[73]. Mansell  and Steinmueller ‘utilize the term 'information society' to refer to statements about the useof 
information and communication technologies and the related social, economic, political, and culturaldevelopments linked to the 
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growing availability of new forms of information and means of communication’[74]. According to Cardoso, the IS, though based on 
exchange of information as its ‘central and predominant social activity’ can be defined ‘as a process of social change based 
oninformation, which itself is the expression of human knowledge. The informationsociety is fruit of the technological process that 
enables us toprocess, store, select and communicate information in all forms availablein it – oral, written and visual – without 
distance, time or volume-relatedrestrictions – giving the human being new capacities and changing the wayin which we live and 
work together’ [75]. Dordick and Wang define the IS as ‘one in which society is aware of the importance of  information in every 
aspect of its work, an attitude of mind  that makes for the  efficient, productive, broad utilization of information in every aspect of 
life’ [76]. For Feather, the IS implies a society as an outcome of ‘the product of the use of computer and audiovisual media’ [77]. It 
is a sober truth that the concept of the IS, however real empirically, is elusive, try as one might to define it. Be that as it may, a 
generalized conception of the IS can be derived from Bell’s work [78] in the Table 8. For Bell the IS signals the ‘an explosion of 
information’ in everyday life in the wake of‘the creation, ownership and distribution of information’ resulting in the emergence of 
information industries that contribute to the ‘the gross national product (GNP) of a country’ [78]. No less important is that fact that 
there are advocates as there are critics [64] [79][80] [81] of the IS. Hassan [82] provides a summary of the contentions on the 
substances of the IS between the two conflicting groups in the following Table 9. 
 

Mode of 
Production  

Preindustrial Extractive          Industrial Fabrication  Postindustrial 
Processing;        recycling  

 

 

Economic 
Sector  

Primary Secondary Services  
Agriculture, Mining, 
Fishing, Timber, Oil, 

and Gas 

Goods-Producing, 
Manufacturing, 
Durables, 
Nondurables, Heavy  

Construction 

Tertiary                    
Transportation, Trade, 
Utilities 
Quaternary   
Finance 
                                    
Insurance 
Quinary Real Estate  
Health, Education 
Research, government, 
Recreation  

Transforming 
Resource 

Natural Power 
Wind, Water, Draft 
animal, Human Muscle 

Created Energy 
Electricity-oil, gas, 
coal, nuclear power 

Information 
Computer and  
data-transmission  systems 

Strategic 
Resource 

Raw Materials Finance Capital Knowledge  

Technology  Craft  Machine Technology Intellectual technology   
Skill base Artisan, manual 

worker, farmer 
Engineer, semi-
skilled worker 

Scientist, technical and 
professional occupations 

Methodology Common sense, Trial 
and error, Experience 

Empiricism, 
experimentation 

Abstract theory, models, 
simulations, decision theory, 
systems analysis  

Time  
Perspective 

Orientation to the Past Ad hoc adaptiveness, 
experimentation 

Future orientation: 
 forecasting and planning 

Design Game against nature Game against 
fabricated future 

Game between persons 

Axial 
principle 

Traditionalism  Economic Growth Codification of theoretical 
knowledge 

Table No: 7 Comparison of properties of Three Historical Societies 
The Preindustrial, Industrial and Post-industrial Societies 
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FEATURES OF INFORMATION SOCETY 

 
1 
 

Information becomes increasingly important as the economic, cultural andpolitical resources upon 
which the emerging global information economyand information societies are organized, with the 
majority of occupationsbased upon information or knowledge work.  

 
2 

The dynamic innovation of ICTs is seen to be transforming the potential forprocessing, storing 
and transmitting of information in ways previouslyunimaginable and ICTs are thereby becoming 
more pervasive in our lives. 

 
3 

Electronically networked economies and societies fundamentally transformour conceptions of 
time and space, enabling information flows to transcendtemporal and physical boundaries and 
thereby facilitate processes ofglobalization and networking enterprise. 

 
4 

Information becomes culturally more prevalent through multimedia applications, but also more 
contested and less meaningful, in a world ofcompeting, contradictory and constantly changing 
images, signs andmessages. 

Table 8: Information Society 

CONFLICTUAL PERSPECTIVES  ON THE INFORMATION SOCIETY 
Focus Advocates Critics 

1 Economic 
Relations 

More skilled workforce, flattened   hierarchies, 
empowered consumers, more  profitable businesses 

 
 
 

Economic dualism, deskilling of    
middle classes, ‘information 
proletariat’ 

2 Employment More leisure time, more knowledge-based jobs, 
greater efficiencies and flexibilities 

 
 

Trades and skills lost to ICTs, 
‘downsizing’ by employers, and 
widespread job insecurity 

3 ICTs and 
democracy 

Two-way, decentralized political communication, 
emergence of ‘electronic democracy’ 

 
 
 

Neoliberal domination, widespread political apathy, 
growth of state corporate surveillance 

4 Global dimension ‘Global Village’ and the’ technological leapfrogging’  
of Third World countries, i.e., China, India 

 Domination by corporate capitalism,  exacerbation of 
global inequality in development of economic power 

5 Information and 
culture 

Vast expansion of access to information, the centrality 
of the internet, ‘networked communities’ 

 ‘Information without meaning’, loss  of ‘real’ 
community, dominance of  Anglo-American cultural 
imperialism 

6 Space and time End of ’tyranny of distance’, rational  coordination of 
global business, time-savings of ICTs 

 
 
 

‘Tyranny of the moment’, lack of 
reflective ‘slow’ time, superficial and  hurried cultural 
forms 

Table 9: Contrasting Perspectives on the Information Society 

Leaving that aside, the IS is a contemporaneous reality accompanied by different prevailing discourses on the IS. It has been 
discussed in detail by Targowski [83] who provides a typology of the IS in Table 10. It is also useful to elucidate in a tabular form 
different dimensions and with indicators of Knowledge Society, as provided by Dragomirescu and. Sharma [84] in Table 11. This 
forcefully sheds quite a light on the nature, scope and role of the KS in a national society framework. It is more concretely 
supplemented by the role ICTs play in transforming societies into sustainable societies realizing the UN sponsored ‘millennial 
goals’ [85]. As a matter of fact, information society, as evident from Bell’s, analysis, contains the ingredients of knowledge society 
(KS). Waters states that, while following Bell, ‘the post-industrial society is a knowledge society. In a knowledge society science 
and technology become intimately related because technology is driven by theoretical as opposed to practical knowledge; and the 
shares of employment of GDP in the knowledge field become relatively large’ [86]. Indeed, IS evolves into a knowledge society and 
economy meaning thereby that in KS knowledge is productively exploited. Furthermore, Blasi contends that   knowledge society 
matures into he calls ‘wisdom society’. The rationale behind this logic is that, while knowledge is a conscious utilization of 
information, ‘wisdom’ refers to one’s choice of his behaviour based on knowledge and shared values – a choice that   enhances the 
collective well-being and awareness about social consequencesof individual ‘action’ 
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Table 10: The paradigms and measurements of information societies 

 If this materializes the knowledge society can evolve into a wisdom society. ‘To build up a “wisdom society”, in which there is a 
wise and wide use of knowledge – as there must be in a modern learning society – it is necessary … to develop, in a balanced way, 
the scientific and economic dimensions in each person, together with the creative and spiritual dimensions’ [87]. Without being 
technologically deterministic, the ICTs with their creative potential become tools designed and implemented by thepeople thus 
accelerating the transition of IS to KS in historically specific social, economic, political, cultural and technological contexts [88]. 
There are, however, theorists who prefer, not the term IS or KS, but the concept of what is called ‘network society’. For instance, 
Castells says that “the network society, in the simplest terms, is a social structure based on networks operated by information and 
communication technologies based in microelectronics and digital computer networks that generate, process, and distribute 
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information on the basis of the knowledge accumulated in the nodes of the networks’. Network society brings along its certain 
features such as network sociability, networked individualism, and networked state [89]. Van Dijk suggests that ‘the network 
society concept emphasizes the form and organization of information processing and exchange. An infrastructure of social and 
media networks takes care of this. So the network society can be defined as a social formation with an infrastructure of social and 
media networks enabling its prime mode of organization at all levels (individual, group/organizational and societal). Increasingly, 
these networks link all units or parts of this formation (individuals, groups and organizations). In western societies, the individual 
linked by networks is becoming the basic unit of the network society. In eastern societies, this might still be the group (family, 
community, work team) linked by networks’ [90].  ICTs gave rise to the 

A multi-dimensional scorecard of the Knowledge Society at national level 
Pillars Dimensions Proxy indicators 
Education and 
training 

Higher education public spending on higher education; tertiary education 
attainment; tertiary graduates in mathematics, science and 
technology; GDP share invested in higher education 

Innovation 
systems 

Training, 
Research & 
development 

lifelong learning participation , patent intensity; citation impact 
of country's scientific output; scientific publications highly cited 
in patents; receipts of royalty and license fees; R&D 
employment; Creativity Index  

Net knowledge  
inflows 

international trade in core cultural goods; international trade in 
ICT goods; technology balance of payments; share of trade in 
high-tech products; international mobility flows of foreign 
tertiary students; net migration of skills 

Knowledge 
networks 

composition of  telecentre networks; university industry 
R&D centres; academic spin-offs; R&D consortia; research sub-
contracting; patent  citations 

Shared spaces 
For  knowledge 
creation 

co-patents and co-publications; fairs, exhibitions 
digitised cultural heritage; household expenditure 
on civic amenities (culture, entertainment 

Information and 
Communications 
Infrastructure 

ICT 
accessibility 

Network Readiness Index; B2B and B2C sales in e-commerce; 
broadband Internet subscribership; hosts and websites on the 
Internet; Internet domain name registrations 

Role of mass 
media 

entertainment and media market: voice & accountability; press 
freedom 

Economic and 
institutional 
regime 

Rule of law 
consistent with 
international 
norms 

Corruption Perceptions Index; Global Peace Index 

Political vision & 
strategy 

Country's Project Maturity Index; political stability; regulatory 
quality; government effectiveness 

Human rights 
& freedom 

Human Development Index; Index of Personal and Economic 
Freedom; EIU Democracy Index 

Intellectual 
property 

Cyber law coverage; rate of piracy in digital intellectual goods 

Business 
environment that 
rewards 
innovation 

high-tech companies benefiting from early-stage 
venture capital investment; venture capital 
investment for private R&D; Index of Economic 
Freedom; Business Competitiveness Index 

Table 11: A multi-dimensional scorecard of the Knowledge Society at national level 
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SUSTENABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDG) ADVANCED ICTS CONTRIBUTTION TO ACHIEVING SDG 

Goal 1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere 
 

ICTs help businesses to become part of the formal market economy; provision of better 
price information helps increase revenues and profits; mobile banking provides access to 
loans and microcredit; mobile payment systems reduce transaction costs; computer 
modelling and simulation can help develop better policies  

Goal 2: End hunger, achieve food security and improved 
nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture 
 

Smart agriculture solutions to monitor soil and weather conditions allow increasing crop 
yield; better coordination of food supply chains reduce waste; better crop management can 
restore soil conditions and create more sustainable agriculture 

Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at 
all ages 
 

IoT allows innovative forms of low-cost health monitoring and diagnostics; ICTs can 
connect remote health workers with specialized diagnostic services; big data analytics 
allow forecasting of disease outbreaks  

Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and 
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all  

ICTs allow access to online educational resources and learning communities; big data 
analytics help identify learning challenges and create more effective instruction, and allow 
continuing education and specialized training  

Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and 
girls 

ICTs can provide women access to empowering information and education, and access to 
microcredit and secure payment systems  

Goal 6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of 
water and sanitation for all 

Smart water management reduces losses; water quality monitoring enhances water safety; 
smart waste management reduces risks of contamination 

Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 
modern energy for all 

Smart metering and smart appliances allow better energy use management; microgrids and 
smart grids allow for building more sustainable energy supply while lowering the carbon 
footprint; green buildings reduce energy consumption  

Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable 
economic growth, full and productive employment and 
decent work for all 

IoT and artificial intelligence have significant potential to increase productivity and 
economic growth while reducing the resource intensity and carbon footprint of production; 
additive manufacturing provides new opportunities for smaller scale, custom manufacturing 

Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and 
sustainable industrialization and foster innovation 
 

ICT, IoT, big data and artificial intelligence contribute to smarter infrastructures; 
preventative maintenance and continuous monitoring increase resilience; the plasticity of 
advanced ICTs allows accelerated learning, rapid prototyping and continuous innovation 

Goal 10: Reduce inequality within and among countries 
 

Advanced ICTs will allow further decentralized and localized production with the potential 
to reduce income inequality among countries; by improving education, they can contribute 
to reducing interpersonal inequality within countries  

Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, 
resilient and sustainable 
 

IoT applications allow creating smart and energy-efficient cities; big data analytics and 
artificial intelligence can help in creating better urban transport systems, safer 
neighbourhoods and more accountable city government 

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production 
patterns 
 

ICTs in combination with IoT and big data analytics can improve coordination between 
consumers and producers; additive manufacturing and just-in-time production will increase 
efficiency and sustainability 

Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its 
impacts 
 

Big data analytics and artificial intelligence can help reduce the carbon footprint of 
production and consumption; information sharing and learning communities can develop 
and replicate better practices 

Goal 14: Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and 
marine resources for sustainable development 

New sensing and monitoring technologies can help track oceanic resources; big data and 
artificial intelligence will facilitate better resource management practices and will allow 
early warning systems  

Goal 15: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of 
terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt 
biodiversity loss 

Monitoring of the use of land resources, deforestation, and soil conditions can contribute to 
the preservation of resources 
 

Goal 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for 
sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and 
build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all 
levels  

Big data analytics combined with open data policies can empower citizens; monitors and 
big data analytics may help in increasing government transparency; direct trade relations 
may increase global tolerance and understanding 

Goal 17: Strengthen the means of implementation and 
revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development  

ICTs enable the formation of new communities of engaged citizens; big data analytics and 
artificial intelligence will allow advanced modelling of developments that can be shared 
rapidly and widely 

Table 12:   Utilizing advanced ICTs to pursue SDG 
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‘digital’ [91] space and platform and at the same time made possible the emergence of Information Economy and/or Knowledge 
economy and Digital economy possible - latter being a narrower concept and also gradually becoming wider making the society 
digital[92]. Digital technologies have penetrated into manifold ‘dimensions of everyday life, affecting family and intimate 
relationships, leisure activities, paid work, education, commerce and the ways in which mass media are presented and 
consumed’[92]. Because of digital technologies’ ubiquity and pervasiveness it is now accepted that ‘life is digital’ [93]. Information 
economy now refers to ‘the broad, long-term trend toward the expansion of information- and knowledge- based assets and value 
relative to the tangible assets and products associated with agriculture, mining, and manufacturing’ [94]. Knowledge economy (KE), 
more specifically speaking, uses knowledge as the key engine of economic growth. It is an economy in which knowledge is 
acquired, created, disseminated, and used effectively to enhance economic development. Contrary to some beliefs, the concept of 
the knowledge economy does not necessarily revolve around high technology or information technology (IT). ..The successful 
transition to a knowledge economy typically involves elements such as making long-term investments in education, developing 
innovation capability, modernizing the information infrastructure, and having an economic environment conducive to market 
transactions’ [95][96] [122]. ODI offers Table 13 which describes the functions of KE [97]. Johansson and other define digital 
economy as ‘referring specifically to the recent and still largely unrealised transformation of all sectors of the economy by the 
general spread of ICTs’. [98].Similarly, according to Brynjolfsson and  

KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY 
‘A Knowledge Economy is one that utilises knowledge to develop and sustain long-term economic growth, thus the Knowledge 

Economy framework focuses on four pillars which it suggests are needed to support a successful knowledge economy’. 
PILLARS OF KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY FUNCTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
1 Economic and Institutional Regime It enables the creation, diffusion, and utilisation of knowledge and provides 

incentives that encourage the use and allocation of existing and new knowledge 
efficiently. The economic environment requires good policies and must be 
favourable to market transactions, (viz. free trade and foreign direct investment). 
The government needs to protect property rights to encourage entrepreneurship 
and knowledge investment. 

2 Well-educated and skilled Population This creates, shares, and uses knowledge efficiently. Education, especially in the 
scientific and engineering fields, is essential to accomplish technological growth. 
A more educated society in this regard is likely to engender more technologically 
sophisticated, generating higher demand for knowledge. 

3 Information infrastructure It facilitates the communication, dissemination, and processing of information and 
technology. The increased flow of information and knowledge worldwide thus 
reduces transactions costs, producing greater communication, productivity and 
output in the end. 

4 Innovation system An efficient innovation system of firms, research centres, universities, think 
tanks, consultants, and other organisations is required  to  promote, apply and 
adapt global knowledge to local needs to create new  technical technology leading  
to  higher productivity growth. 

Table 13: Knowledge Economy: Pillars and Functions 

Kahin   the term ‘digital economy’ refers ‘specifically to the recent and still largely unrealized transformation of all sectors of the 
economy by the computer-enabled digitization of information ... In its broadest conceptualisation this emergence of a digital 
economy can be viewed as an evolutionary process whereby the economy and all its sectors are being transformed by the rapid 
development, adoption and use of ICTs innovations. In this respect ICTs functions as a new generic general purpose technology, 
which impacts society both broadly and deeply by giving rise to a wide array of new products, production processes and services’ 
[94]. The ability of the ICTs  to create, organize, manipulate transmit, store and perform on information in digital form promoting 
quality of life as well as economic development, leaving aside many other aspects as shown in Table 14 [99]. Atkinson and   states   
‘the digital economyrepresents the pervasive use of IT (hardware, software, applications and telecommunications)in all aspects of 
the economy, including internal operations of organizations (business, government and non-profit); transactions between 
organizations; and transactions between individuals, acting both as consumers and citizens, and organizations’ [99].  
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Another view is that , knowledge economy is ‘a state of economic being and a process of economic becoming that intensively and 
extensively leverages knowledge assets and competences as well as economic learning to catalyze and accelerate sustainable and 
robust economic growth’[100]. Coined since the 1990s, the segments, components and actors of digital economy have been 
described by UNCTAD Report (2019), as shown Figure 10 and Table14 [101]. The 2015 ITU Report  notes  that ‘the cloud 
computing market has likewise grown rapidly, driven by vast data-storage capacities and increasingly by applications in the cloud, 
allied with flexible user devices. Data-traffic volumes have been drivenby higher bandwidth applications, particularly video, while 
big-data storage and analysis has become very big business, it being estimated that the volume of data generated in digital format is 
doubling every two years. The Internet of Things is rapidly becoming a reality and machine-to-machine (M2M) communications are 
also expected to grow significantly. All of these developments illustrate the continued dynamic growth of ICTs, which have the 
potential to transform other social and economic sectors’ [101] It was borne out by the fact most cloud traffic is generated, as part of 
the digital economy, in the USA, Asia Pacific and Western Europe, which is altogether 90% of all cloud traffic. The share of the top 
five providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft, Google, IBM and Alibaba in the global cloud infrastructure 
services market is more than 75 per cent, with AWS alone accounting for over a third of that market [102]. Cloud computing, along 
with other technologies, is setting the contemporary trends in digital economy, making possible ‘the future of “smart everything” 
(i.e. grids, homes, business processes, energy, healthcare, transport and government), as well as empowering businesses, consumers 
and society at large....Collection of data will be facilitated by the expansion of machine-to-machine (M2M) communications with 
large-scale processing delivered by “cloud computing” services. New data analytics will be able to process and analyse large 
volumes of data, frequently termed “big data”. These phenomena together form the ‘building blocks of smart networks’’ [103]. 
Cloud computing, along with IoT, and AI are becoming ‘the new drivers of the ICT ecosystem’ [85] as illustrated in Figure 11. 
Related to cloud computing within the ICTs and digital technologies is the phenomenon of universal diffusion of the internet across 
the world. Castells  opines that the Internet is the technological basis of the organizational form in the Information Age  of the 
information and/or knowledge  or network society. Indeed, ‘the Internet with large-scale processing delivered by “cloud computing” 
services. New data analytics will be able to process and analyse large volumes of data, frequently termed “big data”. These 
phenomena together form the ‘building blocks of smart networks” [103]. Cloud computing, along with IoT, and AI are becoming 
‘the new drivers of the ICT ecosystem’ [85] as illustrated in Figure 11. Related to cloud computing within the ICTs and digital 
technologies is the phenomenon of universal diffusion of the internet across the world. Castells, opines that the internet is the 
technological basis of the organizational form in the Information Age of the information and/or knowledge or network society. 
Indeed, ‘the Internet is the fabric of our lives. If information technology is the present-day equivalent of electricity in the industrial 
era, in our age the Internet could be likened to both the electrical grid and the electric engine because of its ability to distribute the 
power of information throughout the entire realm of human activity’[104]. It is a cliché to say the internet has permeated our lives in 
unprecedented ways, and the individual has now become a digital citizen in the emergent digital society [105]. Along with the 
computer, the Internet- a worldwide network of computers - has emerged as a ‘technological behemoth’ [106], as shown in Figure 
12 [107]. Figure 13 shows the timeline of the growth of the Internet between 1965 and 2018 [108].  Total number of internet users 
in 2019 were 4.9 billion, which is an increase of 366 billion (9%) versus January 2018.  3.48 billion people used social media in 
2019 and the world wide total growth amounted to 288 million (9 percent) since 2018.  On mobile devices 3.26 billion people used 
social media in January 2019, and the growth in this use of social media was more than 10% which is in figure 297 million of new 
users [109]. It is also reported that the global penetration rate of the internet went up from nearly 17 per cent in 2005 to over 53 per 
cent in 2019 [110].  The following Table 15 depicts how internet, occupying the central position in the defining digital society of the 
Information age [111], has developed its own economy: ‘the economic activities that either support the Internet or are fundamentally 
dependent on the Internet’s existence’. According ting to Dutton “information economy refers to ‘an economy in which the 
processing and transmission of information is a central activity’ [141]. Figure 14 depicts the internet economy.  It has three domains 
that are as follows: First, its applications and services define the contours of the experiences of Internet users and enable them to 
‘communicate, share, and innovate’. Second, access provision which enables internet users to connect to and communicate through 
the ICTs throughout the world. Third, service Infrastructure describes different services and businesses that enable the users to 
mutually connect with each other eventually creating and maintaining the internet. ‘It includes specialised services like naming and 
addressing management, hosting and distribution of content, and the interconnection of the networks themselves. A number of the 
large platform companies are increasingly investing in cloud services and content delivery networks (Amazon Web Services) to 
undersea cables (Google), extending their reach from the application layer into the services and infrastructure layers’.  Moreover in 
the internet economic market place, given the dynamic nature of the internet and the growing share  of  the big businesses(viz. 
AWS, Google, Microsoft, Alibaba) in the market,  cloud computing is also  on theincrease. Its marketing services like IaaS and 
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PaaS is expected ‘to almost triple to $110.8 billion in 2021 from $41.9 billion in 2016. The current top 10 providers are expected to 
increase their market share even further, to 70% from 50%, by 2021’ [112]. The ubiquitous nature of  the internet in everyday life, 
can be best put in the words of Fuchs [113]: ‘On the Internet, we searchfor information, plan trips, read newspapers, articles, 
communicate with others by making use of e-mail, instant messaging, chat rooms, Internet phone, discussion boards, mailing lists, 
video conferencing; we listen to music and radio, watch videos, order or purchase by auction different goods, write our own blogs, 
and contribute to the blogs of others; we meet others, discuss with others, learn to know other people, fall in love, become friends, 
or develop intimate relations; we maintain contact with others; we protest, access government sites, learn, play games, create 
knowledge together with others in wikis, share ideas, images, videos; we download software and other digital data, and so forth. On 
the Internet, we also can feel being lost, disoriented, dissatisfied, scared, bored, stressed, alienated, lonesome, and so forth’[113]. 
Finally, Table 15 exhibits how internet empowers people [114]. In this regard Government of India is also moving forward to 
developing India as a digital society and economy  since 2018 when it approved the National Digital Communications Policy-2018 
(NDCP), which ‘envisions India’s transition to a digitally empowered economy and society, through the establishment of 
ubiquitous, resilient and affordable digital communication infrastructure and services. It seeks to unlock the transformative power of 
digital communication networks and attempts to outline a set of goals, initiatives, strategies and intended policy outcomes’. It aims 
at (1) ensuring access to broadband for all;(2) creating four million additional jobs in the digital communication sector; (3) 
enhancing the contribution of the digital communication sector to 8% of India’s GDP;(4) propelling India to the top 50 nations in 
the ICT Development Index of ITU;(5) enhancing India’s contribution to global value chains; and (6) ensuring digital sovereignty. It 
seeks to achieve these goals by 2022 [115].While discussing the complexities in the concept of ‘information integrity’ in this era 
under discussion Rogerson cryptically remarks that ‘the Information Age offers so much but only if we master the technological 
keys to the informational Pandora’s Box’ [116]. He was in all probability referring to problems, vulnerabilities, and risks embedded 
in the concept of information integrity in general and information/knowledge, digital society in particular. In fact problems, 
vulnerabilities and risksincluding, ‘security’, ‘data security’ and ‘privacy’  in the information society – including both two 
behemoths of computer and  internet -- have attracted attention  of many analysts [117][118][106] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123]. It 
is these aspects that I take up in the following section. 
 

 
Figure 10: Segments of Digital Economy 
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Table 14: Digital Economy Components and Actors 

 
Figure 11:Cloud computing,IoT, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence asthe new drivers of the ICT ecosystem 
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Figure 12:   Internet and attached social and other websites 

 
Figure 13: Timeline of the Internet 

 
Figure: 14 Internet Economy 
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Dimensions of Empowerment by Internet 

1 The ability to Connect It ensures connectivity from anywhere to anywhere independent of 
technical and other impediments. This enhances ‘the Internet’s value as a 
platform for innovation, creativity and economic opportunity’. 

2 The ability to Speak It ensures the use of the internet for private, secure and — when proper —
anonymous communications in safe and secure manner as a medium of self 
expression. 

3 The ability to Innovate It ensures that the individual or organisation hasthe ability, free from any 
restrictions, ‘to develop and distribute new applications and services’, for 
anyone who wants to use them.  

4 The ability to Share It ensures, inconformity to the principle of ‘fair use, and thefreedom to 
develop and use open source software’, sharing, learning and collaboration 
(viz. ‘the open development of the key components of the Internet, such as 
the Domain Name System(DNS) and the World Wide Web’). 

5 The ability to Choose It ensures, given the free choice and transparency for accessing the internet, 
the users to gain control of their internet experience and contribute to ‘the 
availability of better, cheaper, and more innovative Internet-related 
services’. 

6 The ability to Trust It ensures the user’s  trust on the internet  to connect, speak, innovate, share 
and choose provided the internet is backed up by ‘requisite security, 
reliability and stability of the network, applications and services’. 

Table 15:  Empowerment by Internet 

IV. SECURITY, DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN CLOUD COMPUTING IN THE INFORMATION/KNOWLEDGE/ 
DIGITAL SOCIETY 

 
Cloud computing, an integral component of the information society in the scheme of the ICTs as a ‘promising direction’, is 
essentially a means of delivering computing and storage services over the Internet from any place across the globe [124] [125] 
[112]. In this CC has organic link with data, information, and knowledge, if not also wisdom, although the relationship among them 
are complex and here interpretations vary [126] [127] [128][129][130].  In any case they  are all interrelated hierarchically, as 
shown in the Figure 15. Data can be defined as ‘the lowest level of entity that is used in a system for processing matters of meaning 
concerning things’. Data contains information, which is the significance of the data, and is the ‘vehicle for shifting information 
around’. Information is becomes knowledge when integrated with other information about the observed phenomenon, which enables 
the observer to increase understanding of the instance of the observed phenomenon through the observations that have been made’. 
Finally, wisdom refers to the ‘ability to judge the appropriateness of action and to behave in the correct manner in a situation’ [131].  
They can be described in a rather simple manner. Data are ‘discrete, objective facts or observations, which are unorganised and 
unprocessed, and do not convey any specific meaning’. Information is ‘data that have been shaped into a form that is meaningful 
and useful to human beings’. Knowledge is ‘data and/or information that have been organised and processed to convey 
understanding, experience, accumulated learning, and expertise as they apply to a current problem or activity’.  Wisdom is 
‘accumulated knowledge, which allows you to understand how to apply concepts from one domain to new situations or problems’ 
[127]. What is more important from the viewpoint the present discourse is the phenomenal significance of data for the IS and/or 
KS.The nature and character of this society with launch of the World Wide Web in 1989 and its rapid development made it possible 
to generate large volume of data that can be collected, stored, and analysed electronically. The term ‘data explosion’--‘increasingly 
vast amounts of structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data being generated minute by minute’ – became a commonplace in 
the relevant literature.  On the basis of a recent worldwide study by IBM, Holmes(2017) reports that ‘about 2.5 exabytes (Eb) of data 
are generated every day. One Eb is 1018 (1 followed by eighteen 0s) bytes (or a million terabytes (Tb)’.The large scale data 
generated in the digital age came to be known as Big Data, which now refers ‘not just to the total amount of data generated and 
stored electronically, but also to specific datasets that are large in both size and complexity, with which new algorithmic techniques 
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are required in order to extract useful information from them. It led to birth of Data Science which is extremely important for 
business in particular since ‘data in all its forms has the potential to provide a wealth of useful information if we can develop ways 
to extract it’. Data became the ‘new oil’, a phrase attributed  to Clive Humby, i.e. an asset that is valuable for  industry, commerce 
and politics with the implication that ‘data, like oil, is extremely valuable but must first beprocessed before that value can be 
realized’ [132]. Big data has many applications (viz. LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, E-Commerce, Gmail, Yahoo Mail, Youtube, 
Skype, Weblogs, Wikipedia, etc,) and magnitude of the production of data can be noted by the fact that now ‘more than 30,000 GB 
of data are generated every second with a great rate of acceleration’. Data Revolution has broken out and in this the internet is the 
‘ultimate as the source of data’ [133]. And Fuchs and Chandler rightly points out that  recently ‘Big Data has become an important 
aspect of digital capitalism, leading to the emergence of a new dimension of Big Data capitalism’ [134].The Figure 16 shows 
important dimensions of Data Revolution [135].Given the this, the society has undergone what is called ‘datamization’, moving 
‘from a society where we lived our lives in relative freedom from record or comment to a world where data is collected and stored 
about nearly every move we make’ [136].  The amount of data, which Patrignani and other call ‘digital universe’, is doubling every 
two years.  ‘By 2020, it is estimated that it will have reached 44 Zettabytes (44 x1021 bytes). This information deluge contains not 
only data produced by sensors, but also the digital traces left by human beings – the logs o their digital lives’ [137].  
 

 
Figure 15: Representation of the relationship between 

Data, Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom 
 

 
Figure 16:   Data Revolution and its Different Dimensions 
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Keeping the objectives of CC in mind, this is to note firmly that there has emerged   a ‘global data revolution’ and individuals are 
now living ‘undoubtedly in the data age’ because ‘from Twitter to the World Bank, the data revolution is transforming business as 
usual’ [138].The data revolution, which is already reshaping how knowledge is produced, business conducted, and governance 
enacted, is based on ‘the latest wave of information and communication technologies (ICTs) [139]. Simanowaski somewhat 
sarcastically says that we always loved data and information and quotes the title of a Berlin conference called Data Love (2011) 
giving its justification: “Today, data is what electricity has been for the industrial age. Business developers, marketing experts and 
agency managers are faced with the challenge to create new applications out of the ever-growing data stream with added value for 
the consumer. In our data-driven economy, the consumer is in the focus point of consideration. Because his behaviour determines 
who wins, what lasts and what will be sold. Data is the crucial driver to develop relevant products and services for the 
consumer’[140]. In view of the development of new technologies (viz. sensors, biometrics, cameras, and GPS) data has become 
entity that is ‘everywhere’ [142]. ‘Connect to the Internet, and the data you produce multiplies: records of websites you visit, ads 
you click on, words you type. Your computer, the sites you visit, and the computers in the network each produce data. Your browser 
sends data to websites about what software you have, when it was installed, what features you’ve enabled, and so on. In many cases, 
this data is enough to uniquely identify your computer’[143]. In view ubiquitous datafication– ‘transforming all things under the sun 
into a data format and thus quantifying them’ – the digital society has become ‘the Datafied Society’ [144]. Digital technologies 
have brought about ‘the datafication of everything: all aspects of life are now transformed into quantifiable data’ [145].  To give an 
example, there has arisen a new data actor, the broker, whose breadth and depth of information about data astounding. ‘They collect 
demographic information: names, addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, gender, age, marital status, presence and ages of 
children in household, education level, profession, income level, political affiliation, cars driven, and information about homes and 
other property. They collect lists of things you’ve purchased, when you’ve purchased them, and how you paid for them. They keep 
track of deaths, divorces, and diseases in your family. They collect everything about what you do on the Internet’ [143]. The 
ubiquitous datafication, together with the internet, is creating, among other things, massive market for the growth of data-driven 
businesses, bringing out innovations in business models, and also  transforming  the information/digital economy [113] [146] [138] 
[147][148].‘Today, data is what electricity has been for the industrial age. Business developers, marketing experts and agency 
managers are faced with the challenge to create new applications out of the ever-growing data stream with added value for the 
consumer. In our data-driven economy, the consumer is in the focus point of consideration. Because his behaviour determines 
whowins, what lasts and what will be sold. Data is the crucial driver to develop relevant products and services for the consumer’ 
[140]. At the same time internet is simultaneously a disruptive and a constructive technology that has fundamentally transformed 
businessesand is generating ‘a whirlwind of business creativity’ in the wake of data revolution [120][135]. All this is conducive to 
efflorescence and dynamic expansion of CC, which is, however, hindered in view of its associated challenges including security and 
privacy [125][136] [143][149][150] [151]. Table 16 summarizes the key challenges ofCC including security and privacy along with 
the threats immanent in them, which produces reluctance among the prospective consumers to go for CC in the organizations[151]. 
Two points should be noted. First, concepts of security and privacy, though related are not the same. In CC set-up, important 
security challenges are ‘data outsourcing, multi-tenancy, massive data, and intensive computation’ while data/information face up to 
both security and privacy issues [151]. While security enables privacy protection from undesired or illegitimate interception, it alone 
cannot secure privacy even when security remains a fundamental  requirement for guaranteeing  data/information privacy 
protection.  It means therefore that privacy is ‘a much broader concept than security’, although security is required for privacy 
protection. However, to enhance  privacy protection something more is required such as legislations and necessary guidelines (viz. 
theHealth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the United States of America (USA) and the European Union 
(EU) Data Protection Act)   [152]. Thus, security is ‘the practice of defending information and information assets through the use of 
technology, processes and training from: Unauthorized access, Disclosure, Disruption, Modification, Inspection, Recording, and 
Destruction’. But data/information privacy is  focussed on ‘on the use and governance of individual data—things like setting up 
policies in place to ensure that consumers’ personal informationis being collected, shared and utilized in appropriate ways. Security 
concentratesmore on protecting data from malicious attacks and the misuse of stolen data for profit’. Hence, Table 17 shows theon 
additional difference between privacy and security [153]. The terms ‘privacy’ and ‘security’ are often interchanged and this 
accounts for why the differences between them should be maintained [154]. To recapitulate, security refers to ‘confidentiality, 
integrity and availability’, above all, of data and is ‘being free from danger or threat’, while privacy refers to ‘the appropriate use of 
information’ and ‘to be free from being observed or disturbed by others’. ‘Security is necessary but not sufficient for addressing 
privacy. Even the best security controlmechanism may not have any impact on privacy protection’ [12]. The second point relates to 
the commonalities that are there between security and privacy, which mean that the two are integrally connected with each other 
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although analytically the two concepts are quite distinct. Figure 17 illustrates this [155]. Let me pass on to the cloud data life cycle 
that are invariably related to the security and privacy issues which impinge on both of of them, This is so because when a  
data/information or privacy breach  happens by way of unauthorized acquisition, access, use, or disclosure of the data/information, 
then data/information becomes affected [156]. The following Figure 18 illustrates the data life cycle in different processes of the 
CCenvironment, implying the specific stage in the evolution of the data establishes it value at that stage with resultant outcome for 
the next stage. No less important is the state of data in CC. Kacha and Zituni summarises three states of data. These are classified as 
follows. First, data-at-rest is means that it is in a stable state stored in storage media in the cloud. However, it is susceptible  to such 
possible risks as (a) risks(viz. data theft, leakage  and alteration) associated with storage media sharing among different users; (b) 
risks (viz.  potential difficulty connected with jurisdiction} associated with data location which the user does not know; and (c) risks 
(viz. service provider sub-contracting to a third party or another provider without informing the client) associated with storage 
media reliability. Second, data-in-transit is data in motion travelling across the network in the cloud. Its security requires that data 
will not be intercepted, altered or replaced while it is in transmissionor moving in the cloud. If the data moves from the data owner 
to the cloud and  on to the use, it creates the issues of perimeter security, which raises another challenge  requiring perimeter 
security technique such as software defined  perimeter (SDP) to handle the condition. Finally, data-in-use refers to viewing, reading  
or processing involving creation, transformation or deletion of data. This state is susceptible to different risks depending on where 
the process is in the cloud and who can have access. Solutions to these three state of data security is dependent onthe specific state 
of the data and include specific remedial measuressuch as encryption, access control,  transparency of the service provider etc. in the 
appropriate situation.[157] [158]. Further, the three states of data and the security issues connected with them, is one of ‘top 
concerns of data owners when moving to the cloud’ [158] In Figure 19, Subramanian and Jeyaraj cites a list of the data security 
issues The data-in-rest includes the following issues: (1) Data Recovery (i.e., accessing the damaged and repairing the damaged 
file); (2)Data Remanence/Sanitization (i.e., erasure of the data at the end of the life cycle); (3) Data Backup (i.e., storing 3 copies in 
different storages to protect against potential attacks); (4) Data Isolation (i.e..  separation of sensitive data from non-sensitive data 
and isolating data from unauthorized users to avoid VM to VM attacks ensuring confidentiality through access control ); (5) Data 
Segregation (i.e. complete separation between  the cloud users in the virtual environment); (6) Data Lock-in (i.e., foiling the 
movement of data out of or into the cloud); (7) Data Location (i.e., storage of data in unknown location involving security, legal and 
regulatory compliance). Data-in-transit has two issues: (8) Data Lineage (i.e., tracing the origin of data); and (9) Data Leakage (i.e. 
leakage due to accessing data by a multi-tenant). Common issues in data-in-transit and data-in-rest: (10) Data Integrity (i.e. 
maintaining the data from unauthorized observation, modification or interference); and (11) Data Provenance (i.e., integrity plus 
computational accuracy) [159]. The point remains that data security is a major issue that bears on ensuring privacy. ‘Data security 
becomes particularly serious in the cloud computing environment, because data are scattered in different machines and storage 
devices including servers, PCs, and various mobile devices such as wireless sensor networks and smart phones’[160]. 
 

Security challenges for cloud model 
No. Security parameter Security challenge Security threat 
1 Confidentiality Outsourcing Loss of control , Data leakage, Malicious employee, Stealing of data 

(physically) 
Multi-tenancy Cross VM attack through side channels. Attack from malicious system 

administrator, Access to residual data. Misuse of data by third party 
Broad network access Insecure media while data is in transit 

2 Integrity Data auditing by third party,  Data exposure to third party,  
Transparency of computations 
from user 

Violation of certain policies/procedures 

3 Availability Cloud infrastructure sharing DoS,  DDoS, Bandwidth starvation,,Fraudulent resource consumption 
  Outsourcing Discontinuity of services, Data loss, Non-availability of data owing to 

dispute, Improper data deletion 
Cloud interoperability Inability to use data 
Cloud infrastructure sharing Fault isolation 

4 Privacy Outsourcing Profiling of users, Sharing of personal data with third party 
5 Accountability Identity secrecy Inability to track activity, Identity spoofing 

Table 16:   Security challenges for cloud model 
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No. Privacy Security 
1 Privacy is the appropriate use of user’s information Security is the “confidentiality, integrity and 

availability” of data 
2 Privacy is the ability to decide what information ofan 

individual goes where 
Security offers the ability to be confident that 
decisions are respected 

3 The issue of privacy is one that often applies to 
aconsumer’s right to safeguard their informationfrom 
any other parties 

Security may provide for confidentiality. The 
overall goal of most security system is to protect an 
enterprise or agency 

4 It is possible to have poor privacy and good security 
practices 

However, it is difficult to have good privacy 
practices without a good data security program 

5 For example, if user make a purchase from 
XYZCompany and provide them payment  andaddress 
information in order for them to ship theproduct, they 
cannot then sell user’s informationto a third party 
without prior consent to user 

The company XYZ uses various techniques 
(Encryption, Firewall) in order to prevent data 
compromise from technology or vulnerabilities in 
the network 

Table 17:  Distinctions between Privacy and Security 

 

Figure 17: Areas where security and privacy efforts work together 

 
Figure 18: Data Life cycle 
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Figure 19:  Classification of data related challenges 

V. PRIVACY: MEANING AND ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 
Protecting data and ensuring privacy is one of most challenging concerns or issues in CC and it is these which are  responsible  for 
the  relative slowing down adoption of the CC by the individuals and  business organizations [161] [162]. Data, as defined in the 
earlier section, can be classified into two categories. Private data, as Ghorbel and others  exhaustively enumerate,  can convey  
personally identifiable information (PII) such as (1) key attributes, namely individual’s name, phone number, social security or 
national identity  number, and passwords , all of which need to be removed  when anonymization techniques are adopted; and (2) 
Quasi-identifiers , i.e. identifying attributes such as ZIP code, date of birth and address, which  can be used to link anonymized  
dataset with other datasets enabling identification of individuals.  
Data may also contain, more importantly, sensitive information which has been classified into such categories as (1) membership of 
different types of groups; (2) demographic characteristics like nationality, gender, educational level, job position, criminal records, 
etc.; (3) interests and habits indicating traceability, history of data usage, web browsing and shopping behavioural patterns, etc; (4) 
financial information such as credit card number, account balance, etc.; (5) health information such as  medical record, disease,   
doctors’ prescriptions,  medical images etc., ; (6) hardware id indicating data subject’s  hardware identifiers like computer IP 
address, radio frequency  identity (RFID) tags, MAC address, host name etc.; and (7) intellectual production  concerning data 
subject’s ideas, inventions prior to publication or validation [161]. This exhaustive list of information-contained data underscores 
very importance of privacy if such data slips out of data subject’s control [163]. 
Trinckes, while dealing healthcare industry, concluded that ‘privacy is more important than security because,without the abilityto be 
private in your own personal affairs, you are no longer secure.When businesses, the government, or even other people know 
everything about you—your actions, your thoughts, your feelings,your likes, your dislikes—you become a target. You  can be 
manipulated and controlled’ [164].  Defining privacy is like solving a conundrum, for there lacks blissful absence of consensus over 
the precise meaning and content of privacy.  
There is no single all-agreed definition of privacy [165]. Solove points  out that privacy is ‘a concept in disarray’.  Nobody can 
articulate what it means, for currently as ‘sweeping concept’ most theorists ‘have frequently lamented the great difficulty in 
reaching a satisfying conception of privacy’ [166]. Koontz quotes Nissenbaum who points to the same conclusionby saying that 
‘one point on which there seems to be near-unanimous agreement is that privacy is a messy and complex subject’ [167]. In Table 18   
Mulligan and others propose an analytical tool for mapping the claims for, criticisms of, and contests over privacy along the 
following 14 dimensions (viz. object, justification, contrast concept, exemplar, target, subject, action, offender, from-whom, 
mechanism, provider, social boundaries, temporal scale and quantitative scope and   clustered the dimensions around a set of five 
‘meta-dimensions of theory, protection, harm, provision and scope’. They claim that analytically separating these threads helps 
clarify privacy's function and value in practice.  
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This mapping reveals ‘analytical discrimination so that one can recognize how different privacy conceptions are operating 
differently in different practical contexts’ [168].  
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, in Article 12, declares that ‘No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference 
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, or to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 
protection of the law against such interference or attacks’ [169]. 
Weston, Who was aware of the  alarms concerning the  future of  ‘ privacy in an age of computer data banks’  defines privacy as 
‘the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them 
is communicated to others’ [170] [171].  
In The Right to Privacy Warren and Brandeis vented their frustration with the intrusions into individual privacy by prolific use of 
the latest technological innovations and accordingly tried to combat threat to individual privacy by ‘adding a broad  new right to the 
common law - the "right to be let alone" or "right to privacy”,  following  what Judge Cooley’s called this right ‘to be let 
alone’’[172] [173].  
 Nissenbaum  advocated  the protection of  privacy in view of the fact that ‘ information and communications technology, by 
facilitating surveillance, by vastly enhancing the collection, storage, and analysis of information, by enabling profiling, data mining 
and aggregation, has significantly altered the meaning of public information’ [174]. She accordingly proposed that ‘privacy is 
neither a right to secrecy nor a right to control but a right to appropriate flow of personal information. The framework of contextual 
integrity ... makes rigorous the notion of appropriateness. Privacy may still be posited as an important human right or value worth 
protecting through law and other means, but what this amounts to is a right to contextual integrity and what this amounts to varies 
from context to context’ [175 ].  
Grodzinsky and Tavani applied ‘Nissenbaum’s model to Google Docs, as an example of a sociotechnical system/practice involving 
cloud storage. We believe that Google Docs conforms to the requirements of the decision heuristic within the framework of 
contextual integrity’. However, they also ‘saw that there are other variations of cloud storage in which the practices used may not 
necessarily comply with these standards’ [176] 
. More importantly, Cloud Computing brought in new dimensional change in the meaning of privacy. Earlier end-consumers used to 
carry their documents around on disks, rather than on memory discs as it is now the case. CC changes the way in which information 
is now managed or data processing takes place.  
End-users themselves access cloud services, the sharing of computing and storage resources on demand without knowing the 
underlying technology. Under the circumstances, without knowing where the data is or how the processing is done raises the issues 
of security, privacy and trust for them.  
‘Can cloud providers be trusted? Are cloud servers reliable enough? What happens if data get lost? What about privacy and lock-in? 
Will switching to another cloud be difficult?’ [177].  
Further, the cloud service  providers can sell the end users’ data without their consent , may use their personal data for 
advertisement for profit or a malicious tenant  virtual machine (VM)  can steal data [178]. ITU thus defines privacy as “the right to 
self-determination, that is, the right of individuals to ‘know what is known about them’, be aware of stored information about them, 
control how that information is communicated and prevent its abuse. In other words, it refers to more than just confidentiality of 
information. Protection of personal information (or data protection) derives from the right to privacy via the associated right to self-
determination.  
Every individual has the right to control his or her own data, whether private, public or professional’ [177]. The basis of modern 
privacy laws and practices around the world refers to informational self-determination meaning thereby ‘the right or ability of 
individuals to exercise personal control over the collection, use and disclosure of their personal information by others’ [179]. 
Danezis and Gurses define privacy ‘as avoiding making personal information accessible to a greater public. If the personal data 
becomes public, privacy is lost’ [180].  
Hasan and Zawoad define privacy at two levels. At the consumer level, privacy is ‘the protectionand appropriate use of the personal 
information of customers to meet their expectations about its usage’. As far as business organizations are concerned, privacy is ‘the 
application of laws, policies, standards, and processes by which personally identifiable information (PII) of individuals is managed’ 
[178]. 
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PRIVACY 
DIMENSION 

      DESCRIPTION  INTERROGATION      EXAMPLE 

Dimensions  of Theory 
Object That which privacy provides to those 

protected, i.e. privacy provides protected 
agents with X  

'What's privacy for?' dignity; control over personal 
information 

 
Justification 

The motivation and basis for providing 
privacy, i.e. privacy is justified because of 
X 

'Why should this be 
private?’ 

individual liberty; social welfare 

Contrast Concept That which contrasts to privacy, i.e. that 
which is private is mutually exclusive with 
that which is X 

'What's not private?' public; open; transparent 

 
Exemplar 

The archetypal threat to this concept of 
privacy, i.e. privacy is violated by X 

'What's an example?' identity theft; intrusive surveillance; 
gossiping neighbours 

Dimensions Of Protection 
 
Target 

That which privacy protects, i.e. privacy 
protects things of type X ' 

'What's privacy about? 
Privacy of what?' 

personal information; body or 
likeness; private space 

 
Subject 

Actor(s) or entity(ies) protected by privacy, 
i.e. privacy protects agent X 

'Whose privacy is at 
stake?' 

myself, my child; social groups (e.g. 
teens); roles (e.g. students) 

Dimensions of Harm 
 
Action 

The act or behaviour that initiates or 
constitutes a privacy harm, i.e. staring at 
him while he was dressing in the locker 
room violated his privacy 

'What act violated 
privacy?' 

Solove's four meta-harms 
(collection, processing, 
dissemination and invasion) 

Offender Actor(s) violating privacy, i.e. privacy 
violated by agent X 

'Who violated privacy?’ government; business entity; peeping 
torn 

 
From-Whom 

Actor(s) against-whom privacy is a 
protection, i.e. privacy provides protection 
against agent X 

'Who is privacy protecting 
against?' 

everyone; Government; 'friends of 
friends' 

Dimensions of Provision 
 
Mechanism 

That which instrumental^ secures privacy, 
i.e. the lock on her door protected her 
privacy 

'How is privacy 
provided?’ 

legal regulations; technical design; 
social norms 

 
Provider 

Actor(s) charged with securing privacy, i.e. 
the telecommunications provider was 
responsible for technically securing the 
privacy other communications 

'Who is supposed to 
provide privacy?' 

Government; business entity; 
technology 

Dimensions of Scope 
Social 
Boundaries 

That wherein privacy applies, i.e. privacy 
applies in domain, situation, field, or site X 

'Where is privacy found?' hospital or university; nation-state or 
globally 

Temporal Scale The time span at which privacy applies, i.e. 
privacy applies for a span of X time 

'How long is privacy 
required?' 

permanent; fixed expiration; variable 
expiration 

Quantitative 
Scope 

Extent of application of privacy, i.e. privacy 
should be applied with a scope of X 

'How widely does privacy 
apply?' 

universally as strict rule; 
casuistically as per-case 

Table 18:  Dimensions of Contests over Privacy 
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What are the privacy challenges, issues or concerns?   The answers vary because researchers differ among themselves in terms of 
their respective focuses and emphases. For instance, L. Arokiam and others mention seven challenges:  (1) Access, (2) Compliance, 
(3) Storage, (4) Retention, (5) Destruction, (6) Audit and Monitoring, and (7) Privacy Breaches [181]. Hasan and Zawoad lists eight 
privacy issues: (1) TrustAsymmetry, (2) Legal Issue, (3) Insider Threats, (4)Data Outsourcing, (5) Access Control, (6) Secure 
Identity, (7)Need For Accountability, and (8) Cloud Forensics [178]. Bhowmik cites four basic areas of concern for privacy: (1) 
Access to Data, (2) Compliance, (3) Storage Location, and (4) Retention and Destruction [12].Ghorbel and others include four main 
issues: (1) The Lack of User Control,(2) The Dynamic Nature of the Cloud, (3) The Lack of Technologies to ensure the Compliance 
and User’s Preferences, and (4) the Difficulty to Achieve Accountability in the Cloud Environment [163]. Sankarwar and Pawar 
enumerate three privacy issues: (1) Misuse of Cloud Computing, (2) Malicious Insiders, (3) Tans Border Data Flow and Data 
Proliferation, and (4) Dynamic Provision [182]. Joshi et al. specifies four data privacy issues of ‘utmost importance’: (1) Loss of 
Sensitive Data, (2) Theft, (3) Insecurity in Logical separated Space, and (4) Data Integrity and Availability [183]. Sun and other lists 
four data security and privacy issues such as data integrity, data availability, data confidentiality, and data privacy, all of which are 
related to both software and hardware [184].  Mather and others catalogue seven key concerns of in the CC, which are as follows: 
(1) access, (2) Compliance, (3) Storage, (4)Retention,(5) destruction, (6) Audit and Monitoring, and (7) privacy breaches [185]. 
Kalloniatis identified  nine privacy related  properties such as (1) Isolation, (2) Provenanceability, (3) Traceability, (4) 
Intervenability, (5)  CSA Accountability, (6) Anonymity, (7) Pseudonymity, (8) Unlinkability, and (9) Undetectability and 
Unobservability [186]. Kitkowska and others identified seven dimensions of privacy concerns: (1) insecurity, (2) exposure,(3) 
unauthorized access, (4) secondary use of data,(5) misuse of data,(6) distortion, and (7) interrogation[187]. Finally, Table19 cites 
the CC features and related privacy concerns as asserted by Pearson [188]. It is evident that researchers attribute different weight to 
different issues, challenges or concerns according to their particular focus on the theme of privacy in their respective analysis. The 
basic requirements in the cloud environment include guaranteeing, other than privacy, confidentiality, integrity, 
availability,authentication, authorization, and accountability [189]. Many of the security requirements are connected with approved 
Madrid Resolution to ensure an universally binding agreement to take ‘proactive measures, whereby States are encouraged to 
promote a better compliance with the laws applicable on data protection matters, and the need to establish authorities to guarantee 
and supervise the rights of citizens’. The purpose of the Resolution was ‘to define a series of principles and rights that guarantee the 
effective protection of privacy at an international level, as well as to ease the international flow of personal data, essential in a 
globalized world. Among the basic principles that must govern the use of personal data, and which have inspired the document, we 
find those of loyalty, legality, proportionality, quality, transparency and responsibility; all of them arecommon to the different 
existing legal texts in the various regulations on the matter and enjoy wide consensus in their corresponding geographical, economic 
or legal application environments’ [192]. Even then, the legal landscape in CC, as Dziminski and Gleeson conclude, remains ‘in 
many ways quite cloudy itself’ [193]. The Obama Administration was proactive in promulgating certain overriding principles for 
data protection as evident in its 2012 issuance of the report Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World: A Framework for 
Protecting Privacy and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy.  ‘In response to that report, the Federal Trade 
Commission issued a report titled Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change: Recommendations for Businesses and 
Policymakers  guiding companies to follow three general principles of (1) privacy by design; (2) simplified consumer choice; and 
(3) transparency. In examining those principles, it can be seen that perhaps the US and EU are not as far apart as to data protection 
as it would otherwise appear inmedia reports and other descriptions of the two policies’ [193]. Even though a checklist for big 
organizations is available for taking care of the sources of security and legal aspects [194], the inherent nature and complexity, 
which is growing because of technological developments in the CC domain, the legal aspects continue to remain problematic. 
Pearson is not far off the mark when she says that ‘from a legal and regulatory compliance perspective, several of the key 
characteristics of cloud computing services including outsourcing, offshoring, virtualization and autonomic technologies may be 
problematic, for reasons ranging from software licensing, and the content of service-level agreements (SLAs), to determining which 
jurisdiction’s laws apply to data hosted ‘in the cloud’ and the ability to comply with data privacy laws. ... Autonomic aspects of 
cloud computing—like many of the other aspects mentioned above—are one of its assets but need to be tailored to be compliant 
with privacy and legal issues’ [194]. In Table 20 Ruiz and Pedraza identify the legal risks along with security issues related to 
protection of data privacy [195]. Privacy concerns are very likely to remain there in the CC. 
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No Cloud features Key related issues 
1 Multi-tenancy Data of co-tenants may be revealed in investigations, isolation 

failure, proper deletion of 
data and virtual storage devices 

2 Complex, dynamically changing 
environment; data flows tend to be 
global and dynamic 

Ensuring appropriate data protection, overlappingresponsibilities 
in data management, 
unauthorized secondary usage, vendor demise, 
lack of transparency 

3 Data duplication and proliferation; 
Difficult to know geographic locationand which 
specific servers or storage devices will be used 

Exacerbation of trans-border data flow 
compliance issues, detecting and determining 
who is at fault if privacy breaches occur 

4 Easy and enhanced data access from 
multiple locations 

Data access from remote geographic locations 
subject to different legislative regimes, 
subpoenas, access by foreign governments, 
‘idiot with a credit card’ 

Table 19:Cloud Features and Key Related Privacy Issues 

 
1 Collection Limitation 

Principle 
There should be limits to the collection of personal data and any such 
data should be obtained by lawful and fair means and, where appropriate, 
with the knowledge or consent of the data subject. 

2 Data Quality 
Principle 

Personal data should be relevant to the purposes for which they are to 
be used, and, to the extent necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, 
complete and kept up-to-date. 

3 Purpose 
Specification 
Principle 

The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified 
not later than at the time of data collection and the subsequent use limited to 
the fulfilment of those purposes or such others as are not incompatible with 
those purposes and as are specified on each occasion of change of purpose 

4 Use Limitation 
Principle 

Personal data should not be disclosed, made available or otherwise 
used for purposes other than those specified in accordance with Paragraph 9 
except: a) with the consent of the data subject; or b) by the authority of law. 

5 Security Safeguards 
Principle 

Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards 
against such risks as loss or unauthorised access, destruction, use, 
modification or disclosure of data. 

6 Openness Principle There should be a general policy of openness about developments, 
practices and policies with respect to personal data. Means should be readily 
available of establishing the existence and nature of personal data, and the 
main purposes of their use, as well as the identity and usual residence of the 
data controller(i.e. “Data controller” means a party who, according to national law, is competent to decide about the 
contents and use of personal data regardless of whether or not such data are collected, stored,processed or 
disseminated by that party or by an agent on its behalf.  

7 Individual 
Participation 
Principle 

Individuals should have the right: a) to obtain from a data controller, or otherwise, confirmation of whether or not the 
data controller has data relating to them; b) to have communicated to them, data relating to them. within a reasonable 
time; ii. at a charge, if any, that is not excessive;iii. in a reasonable manner; and iv. in a form that is readily 
intelligible to them; c) to be given reasons if a request made under subparagraphs (a) and(b) is denied, and to be able 
to challenge such denial; and d) to challenge data relating to them and, if the challenge is successful to have the data 
erased, rectified, completed or amended. 

8 Accountability 
Principle 

A data controller should be accountable for complying with measures 
which give effect to the principles stated above. 

Table 20: Basic Privacy Principles of National Application 
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Table 20:   Cloud Computing Legal Risks and Security Issues (ENISA)   

VI. SECURITY AND PRIVACY RISKS OF CLOUD COMPUTING OR THE INFORMATION/ 
KNOWLEDGE/DIGITAL RISK SOCIETY? A DISCURSUS 

It is not that attempts have not been made to ensure security or privacy or both in the CC. Indeed there have numerous attempts to 
secure privacy in the CC in particular. While recognizing that ‘privacy is one of the biggest unaddressed issues’ CC currently faces, 
Allison and Capretz introduced a new Privacy as a Service (PraaS) which is ‘hosted by a trusted third party and tasked with the job 
of both monitoring for privacy violations and creating accountability through enforcement. Enforcement is only effective  when 
coupled with appropriate legislation, which also must be addressed’ [196]. Shabalala and others proposed ‘a data privacy monitoring 
framework that enables the data owner to stay in control over their data, thereby providing the required transparency to comprehend 
how personal data is handled in the cloud’ [197]. While pointing out the problem of  consumers’ differential control over different  
layers in different service models, Hasan and Zawoad enumerated different data protective solutions  such as (1) protection against 
exploiting co-tenancy, (2) secure architecture for the cloud, (3) Confidentiality of data, (4) Privacy in outsourced computation, (5) 
Access Control Mechanisms ,(6) Privacy-aware Identity Management , (7) Privacy preserving  evidence collection,  and (8) 
Privacy-aware Public Verifiability [178]. Kalia and others put forth an analysis of privacy issues concerning the cloud user by 
means of ‘using trust model for taking effective measures in protecting the privacy of cloud users’ [190]. Joshi and others mainly 
focussed ‘on the Data Storage issues, especially on how to secure the private and confidential data of the users’ [183]. Pearson 
stated that the ‘the overarching means of addressing privacy issues in cloud computing are analysed, with a focus on privacy by 
design, security and accountability’ [188]. ENISA reports that privacy by design was first widely presented by Ann Cavoukian and 
it refers ‘the notion of embedding privacy measures and privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) directly into the design of 
information technologies and systems. Nowadays, it is regarded as a multifaceted concept: in legal documents, on one hand, it is 
generally described in very broad terms as a general principle; by computer scientists and engineers, on the other hand, it is often 
equated with the use of specific privacy enhancing technologies. However, privacy by design is neither a collection of mere general 
principles nor can it be reduced to the implementation of PETs. In fact, it is a process involving various technological and 
organizational components, which implement privacy and data protection principles’ [198]. ENISA prescribed the following 
strategies for privacy by design in Table 21 [198].  In a recent contribution to the domain of privacy in CC  Ghorbel and  others 
extensively dealt  with issues of securing privacy, mentioning both techniques of and approaches to preserving privacy in the CC 
environment It is shown in Table 22 . Indeed, there are others who also suggested solutions to safeguard data and privacy [160] 
[199][178] [200] [201] [202] [203][213] [214].  
 

Risks identified Description Security issues 

 
 
Subpoena and 
e-discovery 

In the event of the confiscation of physical hardware as a result of subpoena by 
law-enforcement agencies or civil suits, the centralization of storage as well as 
shared tenancy of physical hardware means many more clients are at risk of the 
disclosure of their data to unwanted parties 

 
 
Availability, 
Privacy 

Risk from 
changesof 
jurisdiction 

Customer data may be held in multiple jurisdictions, some of which may be high 
risk. If data centers are located in high-risk countries could be raided by local 
authorities and data or systems subject to enforced disclosure or seizure  

Availability, 
Privacy 

 
 
 
Data privacy 

It can be difficult for the cloud customer (in its role of data controller) to 
effectively check the data processing that the cloud provider carries out, and thus 
be sure that the data is handled in a lawful way. There may be data security 
breaches which are not notified to the controller by the cloud provider. The 
cloud customer may lose control of the data processed by the cloud provider. 
The cloud provider may receive data that have not been lawfully collected by its 
customer (the controller)  

 
 
 
Privacy, 
Accountability 

 
Licensing risk 

Licensing conditions, such as perseat agreements, and online licensing checks 
may become unworkable in a cloud environment 
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However, point is that risks of data escape or loss of privacy may not necessarily disappear. Privacy problems in the cloud domain 
will remain, argue Shankawar and Pawar, ‘for long time’ and the problems may turn out to be even ‘more hazardous. The issues 
range from malicious insiders, misuse of cloud computing and many more’ [182].  Tchifilionova   argues that privacy, along with 
security, will continue to remain problematic until the users ‘become fully aware of the “depth” of the cloud: who manages it, how 
he does it and whether the company can afford to “give away” its information - decision that can only be taken after a careful risks 
analysis and policy considerations otherwise we may simply get lost in the cloud’ [204]. Camenisch et al.draws  attention to the 
widening gap between  individuals’ need to retain their autonomy and retain control over their personal information, irrespective of 
their activities’, in the new information society,on the one hand, and ‘current practices on electronic information networks’ on the 
other, which  is eroding individuals’ trust as well as threatening  critical cloud domains and democracy’. Unlike what the users did 
in managing normally in the traditional way is proving insufficient in the digital society for a variety of reasons. ‘First, we are often 
not aware what data about ourselves we are revealing in a transaction or we might even not be aware of the fact that we are 
revealing data to start with (e.g., making a call with a mobile phone reveals all kinds of (unexpected) data to unexpected parties). 
Second, the sheer complexity of the applications and their building blocks makes it almost impossible to understand where our data 
flows. Third, even if we were capable and willing to manage our electronic personal data and identities and protect our privacy, we 
would usually not be able to do so because the applications don’t allow us to do so due to the way they are built’ [205]. This only 
means that technical solutions ‘alone cannot protect an organization’s information’ and role of the human factors cannot be ignored 
[206]. This being the case, neither technological solutions for safe guarding data privacy nor the cyber security tools (viz, 
authentication, authorizatio, nonrepridation to protect confidentiality, integrity, and availability) [207] will be of much use in 
preventing risks from jeopardising information privacy. To cite an example: ‘Companies have anonymized data sets by removing 
some of the data, changing the time stamps, or inserting deliberate errors into the unique ID numbers they replaced names with. It 
turns out, though, that these sorts of tweaks only make de-anonymization slightly harder. This is why regulation based on the 
concept of “personally identifying information” doesn’t work. PII is usually defined as a name, unique account number, and so on, 
and special rules apply to it. But PII is also about the amount of data; the more information someone has about you, even 
anonymous information, the easier it is for her to identify you’ [143]. Table 22 thus shows Technical Risks and Security Issues 
including Privacy in CC [208]. This Table may be compared with Table No 23, taken to show comparison of security risks in both 
traditional computing and cloud computing to illustrate respective advantages with data security implications especially in the cloud 
[243]. Table 23 can also be read with Table No. 15 cited earlier. But this is only one facet of the totality of the CC.  

Privacy by Design Strategies 
No. PRIVACY 

BY DESIGN 
STRATEGY 

DESCRIPTION 
 

1 Minimize 
 

The amount of personal data should be restricted to the minimal 
amount possible (data minimization). 

2 Hide Personal data and their interrelations should be hidden from plain 
view. 

3 Separate 
 

Personal data should be processed in a distributed fashion, in 
separate compartments whenever possible. 

4 Aggregate 
 

Personal data should be processed at the highest level of 
aggregation and with the least possible detail in which it is (still) 
useful. 

5 Inform 
 

Data subjects should be adequately informed whenever 
processed (transparency). 

6 Control 
 

Data subjects should be provided agency over the processing of 
their personal data. 

7 Enforce 
 

A privacy policy compatible with legal requirements should be in 
place and should be enforced. 

8 Demonstrate 
 

Data controllers must be able to demonstrate compliance with 
privacy policy into force and any applicable legal requirements. 

Table 21:  Privacy by Design Strategies (ENISA) 
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Table 22: Solutions for Privacy Protection 

Risks identified Description Security issues 

 
 
Resource 
exhaustion 

There is a level of calculated risk in allocating all the resources of a 
cloud service, because resources are allocated according to statistical 
projections. Inaccurate modelling of resources usage-common resources 
allocation algorithms are vulnerable to distortions of fairness or 
inadequate resource provisioning and inadequate investments in 
infrastructure can lead, from the Cloud Provider (CP) perspective, to: 
Service unavailability, access control compromised, economic and 
reputational losses and infrastructure oversize 

Availability, 
 Integrity, 
Privacy, 
Accountability 

 
Isolation failure 

 
This class of risks includes the failure of mechanisms separating storage, 
memory, routing, and even reputation between different tenants of the 
shared infrastructure 

Availability, 
Integrity, 
Privacy, 
Accountability 

 
Cloud provider 
malicious 
insider 

The malicious activities of an insider could potentially have an impact 
on: the confidentiality, integrity and availability of all kind of data, IP, 
all kind of services and therefore indirectly on the organization’s 
reputation, customer trust and the experiences of employees. This can be 
considered especially important in the case of cloud computing due to 
the fact that cloud architectures necessitate certain roles which are 
extremely high risk 

Integrity, 
Privacy, 
Accountability 

Management 
interface 
compromise 

The customer management interfaces of public cloud providers are 
Internet accessible and mediate access to larger sets of resources (than 
traditional hosting  providers) and therefore pose an increased risk 
especially when combined with remote access and web browser 
vulnerabilities 

Integrity, 
Privacy, 
Accountability 
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Intercepting data 
in transit 

Cloud computing, being a distributed architecture, implies more data in 
transit than traditional infrastructures. Sniffing, spoofing, man-in-the-
middle attacks, side channel and replay attacks should be considered as 
possible threat sources 

Integrity, 
Privacy 

Data leakage on 
up/download, 
intra-cloud 

It’s the same previous risk considered between cloud provider and cloud 
customer 

Integrity, 
Privacy 

 
Insecure or 
ineffective   
deletion of data 

Whenever a provider is changed, resources are scaled down; physical 
hardware is reallocated, etc. Data may be available beyond the lifetime 
specified in the security policy. It may be impossible to carry out the 
procedures specified by the security policy, since full data deletion is 
only possible by destroying a disk 
which also stores data from other clients 

Integrity, 
Privacy 

Distributed denial 
of services 
(DDoS) 

Is an attempt to make a machine or network resource unavailable to its 
intended users 

Availability 

Economic denial 
of service 

There are several different scenarios in which a cloud customer’s 
resources may be used by other parties in a malicious way that has an 
economic impact: Identity theft, payments, loans, etc. 

Availability 

 
Loss of 
encryption keys 

This includes disclosure of secret keys (SSL, file encryption, customer 
private keys, etc.) or passwords to malicious parties, the loss or 
corruption of those keys, or their unauthorized use for authentication and 
non-repudiation (digital signature) 

Integrity, 
Availability, 
Privacy 

Undertaking 
malicious probes 
or scans 

Malicious probes or scanning, as well as network mapping, are indirect 
threats to the assets being considered. They can be used to collect 
information in the context of a hacking attempt  

Availability, 
Integrity, 
Privacy  

Compromise 
service engine 

Hacking the service engine may be useful to escape the isolation 
between different customer environments (jailbreak) and gain access to 
the data contained inside them, to monitor and modify the information 
inside them in atransparent way (without direct interaction with the 
application inside the customer environment), or to reduce the resources 
assigned to them, causing a denial of service 

Availability, 
Integrity, 
Privacy, 
Accountability 

Conflicts 
between 
customer 
hardening 
procedures and 
cloud 
environment 

Cloud providers must set out a clear segregation of responsibilities that 
articulatesthe minimum actions customers must undertake. The failure of 
customers to properly secure their environments may pose a 
vulnerability to the cloud platform if the cloud provider has not taken the 
necessary steps to provide isolation. Cloud Providers should further 
articulate their isolation mechanisms and provide best practice 
guidelines to assist customers to secure their resources 

Integrity, 
Privacy 

Table 23:Cloud Computing: Technical Risks and Security Issues including Privacy 
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Principal characteristics Advantages Data security 
implications in the 

cloud 
Cloud 
infrastructure 

Traditional 
infrastructure 

Cloud infrastructure Traditional 
infrastructure 

Leased 
infrastructure 

Proprietary 
infrastructure 

Cost reduction 
abstraction of hardware 
and software 
management 
constraints, physical 
security 

Better control 
over infrastructure, 
more cost-effective 
when needs are  
“stable” 

Loss of control over data 
 ->risks related to data 
confidentiality, 
integrity and availability 

Open 
infrastructure 

Closed 
infrastructure 

High availability Better security level Unauthorized access ->Risks 
related to data confidentiality, 
integrity and availability 

Shared 
infrastructure 

Dedicate 
infrastructure 

Cost reduction-
collaboration between 
users optimized 
management of physical 
infrastructure 

Physical isolation 
between users 

Unauthorized access between 
Cloud consumers ->Risks related 
to  data confidentiality, integrity 
and availability 

Elastic 
infrastructure 
(scale 
up/down) 

Rigid 
infrastructure 
(scale up) 

Cost reduction- 
resources using 
optimization 

Simpler infrastructure 
management 

Risks related to data 
confidentiality 
(resource reuse, case of data 
remanence) 

Multi-level 
Virtualization 
(infrastructure, 
platform, 
application) 

Virtualization 
possible, usually on 
a 
single level 

Cost  reduction- 
optimization and easier 
maintenance of physical 
resources flexibility-
simple, fast and 
dynamic management of 
virtual resources 

Easier infrastructure 
management better 
security 

Classical virtualization risks 
(hypervisor, virtual machines, 
virtual network, and the problem 
of sharing physical resources) -
>Risks on data confidentiality, 
integrity and availability 

Distributed 
infrastructure 

Centralized 
infrastructure 

High availability, better 
fault tolerance 

Easier, more 
controlled and more 
secure  infrastructure 
management 

High risk on data confidentiality 
and privacy but also on integrity 

Table 23:  Data security implications according to Cloud characteristics compared to traditional infrastructure 
 
The other facet is the risks associated with the rise of the information/knowledge/digital society in which mainly the entire facet of 
the totality of the CC -- the computer and internet-- the ICTs in brief --play a universalizing role and create ‘a sea change in today’s 
life’ [ 209] . Stated otherwise, it impacted all conceivable aspects society and everyday life of the individual.  The rise of computers 
and internet from the 1960s and 1970s coincided with the appearance of   information society, rather information risk society 
pervaded by ‘digitisation and datafication’,  which opened the  doors to ‘possibilities for monitoring, profiling and tracking presence 
and behaviour’ of the people in the  ‘40-billion-dollar global data market’ [210].  The issue of the information privacy as a risk 
come into sight in view of the fact that ‘the introduction in the 1960s of sophisticated information technology systems that enabled 
the automated processing of information led to a re-evaluation of the privacy right and to a claim that the protection of privacy 
should extend to information collected and processed by such systems. Those systems’ ability to store and categorise information, 
link it to other information and make that information easily accessible to users led to fears that they could be used in ways that 
inhibited individuals’ ability to control the use of their personal information by both public and private organisations’ [211]. As far 
back as 1964 Packard, in his The Naked Society, apprehended  that, much before the arrival computer and internet,  ‘privacy is 
becoming harder and harder to attain, surveillance more and more pervasive’ [212]. But their arrival changed the entire scenario, 
transforming erstwhile society into information/knowledge/ digital society and, simultaneously embedding risks therein.  
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The arrival of the computers in the 1970s were seen as ‘some sort of magical calculating engine ‘or ‘the experimental toys of 
university researchers’. But soon, with the emergence of powerful, cheap, mass - produced computers-on-a-chip’, computers --
machines for   ‘the automatic processing o f information’-- to rose to position of a giant computer industry changing the way people 
lived their lives by virtue of the ‘productivity and  social enhancements’ it brought about  and  now tiny computers - pocket 
calculators, cameras , etc-can be seen everywhere [215][216]. It is no truism to agree with Berry: ‘Computers are entangled with our 
lives in a multitude of different, contradictory and complex ways, providing us with a social milieu that allows us to live in a society 
that increasingly depends on information and knowledge. More accurately, we might describe it as a society that is more dependent 
on the computation of information, a computational knowledge society’ [217].  

Challenging Aspects of Computer Security 
1 intelligent, adaptive 

adversary 
while most science relies on nature not being capricious, computer security faces an intelligent, active 
adversary who learns and adapts, and is often economically motivated.  

2 no rulebook attackers are not bound to any rules of play, while defenders typically follow protocol conventions, interface 
specifications, standards and customs. 

3 defender-attacker 
asymmetry 

attackers need find only one weak link to exploit, while defenders must defend all possible attack points. 

4  
scale of attack 

the Internet enables attacks of great scale at little cost—electronic communications are easily reproduced and 
amplified, with increasing bandwidth and computing power over time. 

5 universal connectivity growing numbers of Internet devices with any-to-any packet transmission abet geographically distant attackers 
(via low traceability/physical risk). 

6 pace of technology 
evolution 

rapid technical innovation means continuous churn in hardware devices and software systems, continuous 
software upgrades and patches. 

7 software complexity the size and complexity of modern software platforms continuously grows, as does a vast universe of 
application software. Software flaws may also grow in number more than linearly with number of lines of 
code. 

8 developer training and 
tools 

many software developers have little or no security 
training; automated tools to improve software security are difficult to build and use. 

9 interoperability and 
backwards compatibility 

interoperability requirements across diverse hardware-software and legacy systems delays and complicates 
deploying security upgrades, resulting in ongoing vulnerabilities even if updates are available. 

10 market economics and 
stakeholders 

market forces often hinder allocations that improve security, e.g., stakeholders in a position to improve 
security, or who would bear the cost of deploying improvements, may not be those who would gain benefit. 

11 features beat security while it is well accepted that complexity is the enemy of security, little market exists for simpler products with 
reduced functionality. 

12  
low cost beats quality 

low-cost low-security wins in “market for lemons” scenarios where to buyers, high-quality software is 
indistinguishable from low (other than costing more); and when software sold has no liability for consequential 
damages. 

13 missing context of 
danger and losses 

cyberspace lacks real-world context cues and danger signals to guide user behavior, and consequences of 
security breaches are often not immediately visible nor linkable to the cause (i.e., the breach itself). 

14 managing secrets is 
difficult 

core security mechanisms often rely on secrets (e.g., crypto keys and passwords), whose proper management is 
notoriously difficult and costly, due to the nature of software systems and human factors. 

15 user non-compliance 
(human factors) 

users bypass or undermine computer security mechanisms that impose inconveniences without visible direct 
benefits (in contrast: physical door locks are also inconvenient, but benefits are understood). 

16 error-inducing design 
(human factors) 

it is hard to design security mechanisms whose interfaces are intuitive to learn, distinguishable from interfaces 
presented by attackers, induce the desired human actions, and resist social engineering. 

17 non-expert users (human 
factors) 

whereas users of early computers were technical experts or given specialized training under enterprise policies, 
today many are non-experts without formal training or any technical computer background. 

18 security not designed in security was not an original design goal of the Internet or computers in general, and retro-fitting it as an add-on 
feature is costly and often impossible without major redesign. 

19 introducing new 
exposures 

the deployment of a protection mechanism may itself introduce new vulnerabilities or attack vectors. 

20 government obstacles government desire for access to data and communications (e.g., to monitor criminals, or spy on citizens and 
other countries), and resulting policies, hinders sound protection practices such as strong encryption by default. 

Table 24:  Challenges of computer Security 
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In view of the fact that ‘data revolution’ is giving rise to ‘datafied’ information society or a digital society experiencing  
‘datamization’ and exhibiting  what is called ‘data love’, the role of the computer becomes notably important  in the matter of data 
or information  privacy. The explosive growth of   networked computers in ‘gathering data, creating data, storing data, and 
analyzing data’ is conducive to the generating a space that is invasive of privacy and generative of ‘computer crime’ [139][145] 
[136] [140] [218]. Table 24 above shows the various challenging aspects of computer security, pointing to the threats and risks that 
may translate into computer crime [219].  Payton and Claypoole states that information has become ‘king’ and ‘the deeper 
technology becomes embedded into our lives, the more it threatens our privacy’ [136]. A UK government 1975 White Paper listed a 
number of reasons about how computers erode privacy resulting in the production of privacy risks. ‘First, they facilitate the 
maintenance of extensive records systems and the retention of data. Such records tend to grow ‘out of control’, and organizations 
collect more data than is necessary for the original task. Second, computers make data easily and quickly available from many 
different points, which make possible unauthorized access to information, its theft or alteration. Third, data can be transferred from 
one information system to another, making possible the compilation of centralized dossiers on individuals and the resale of private 
information. Data can be combined to give new information using powerful relational databases which make the merging of records 
cost-effective. Finally data is in machine-readable form which means that few people may know of the data or the uses to which it is 
put’ [220].  A keen observer of the workings of computer, Schneier has this to say: ‘The pervasiveness of computers has resulted in 
the almost constant surveillance of everyone, with profound implications for our society and our freedoms. Corporations and the 
police are both using this new trove of surveillance data. ... The common thread here is computers. Computers are involved more 
and more in our transactions, and data are byproducts of these transactions. As computer memory becomes cheaper, more and more 
of these electronic footprints are being saved.  And as processing becomes cheaper, more and more of it is being cross-indexed and 
correlated, and then used for secondary purposes’[252].  No wonder, cybersecurity issues are becoming ‘a day-to-day struggle’ for 
business organizations. Most companies have unprotected data and poor cybersecurity practices in place, making them vulnerable to 
data loss. 68% of business leaders feel their cybersecurity risks are increasing. Hackers attack every 29 seconds, on average 2,244 
times a day. 500 million consumers, dating back to 2014, had their information compromised in the Marriott-Starwood data breach 
made public in 2018. Data breaches exposed 4.1 billion records in the first half of 2019. 71% of breaches were financially motivated 
and 25% were motivated by espionage. 52% of breaches featured hacking, 28% involved malware and 32–33% included phishing or 
social engineering, respectively. Security breaches have increased by 11% since 2018 and 67% since 2014. 34% of data breaches 
involved internal actors. 71% of breaches were financially motivated and 25% were motivated by espionage. On average, every 
employee had access to 17 million files. The average time to identify a breach in 2019 was 206 days. Financial and Manufacturing 
services have the highest percent of exposed sensitive files at 21%. The financial services industry takes in the highest cost from 
cybercrime at an average of $18.3 million per company surveyed. The banking industry incurred the most cybercrime costs in 2018 
at $18.3 million [221]. However, there have been attempts to address the most ‘common computer security’ problems and their 
solutions, not specifically privacy erosion [222]. Against this backdrop, it is understandable why someone could say that ‘The only 
safe computer is one that is turned off, locked in a safe, and buried 20 feet down in a secret location’ [206]. The year 1981 is pivotal 
from the perspective of computer crime when first arrest was made for hacking into A&T Systems to change the systems’ internal 
clocks. The 1980s witnessed the growth of computer crime but the decade of 1990s marked a transition for computer crime due to 
the availability of the needed skills to break into the computer along with increasing accessibility of internet. By the early part of the 
21 first centuries organized crime took significant control of the cyber world. Now, more than ever before, ‘the Internet has become 
a hotbed oforganized criminalactivities and criminal groups are using cyberspace in every way conceivable’ [223]. Internet is ‘the 
electronic network of networks that links people and information through computers and other digital devices allowing person-to 
person communication and information retrieval’ [224]. Cyberspace basically consists of ‘consists of hardware, operating systems, 
communication networks, and applications.There is a supplementary layer composed of the frameworks that allow the execution of 
applications’ [225]. The Information Age is witnessing Big Data, ‘Supercomputing at Internet scale’, now being dealt with by such 
companies as Google, Facebook, Yahoo and others, in view of the need ‘to process the ever-increasing numbers of users and their 
data which was of very large volume, with large variety, high veracity and changing with high velocity which had a great value’ 
[226]. Since the scope of Big Data is extremely wide, ‘Big Data can also lead to big problems’.  For instance, the revelation of NSA 
meta-data collection is marked by such implications concerning the future counterterrorism and also public trust in the government. 
The case Netflix also exhibits danger of Big Data for privacy. ‘After releasing a de-identified list of user movie preferences to 
crowd-source an improvement to their recommendation algorithm, executives were shocked to learn that researchers could tie this 
data to real identities. In one instance, a list of what movies someone liked was enough to determine his or her closeted sexual 
orientation. More data, and better tools to understand it, can yield unprecedented knowledge, but they may also break down human 
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social, legal, and ethical boundaries we aren’t yet ready to cross’ [227].  Edward Snowden’s revelations of highly classified 
information of the National Security Agency (NSA) clearly demonstrate the failure of the domestic and international legal 
infrastructure to keep pace with technological advancements. ‘The USA PATRIOT Act and other national security laws were ill-
equipped to handle developments in bulk data collection’ [228]. There is no need to emphasize the benefits and efficacy of the 
internet – a transformative technology- which is ‘ubiquitous in everyday life and it is here obviously to stay’ in view of its impacts 
on the society and as part of daily lives as transformative technology [224] [229] [230] [231].  But, relevant to the objective of the 
present paper, there is also a flip side to the internet. And this about risks embedded in the internet. In addition to collecting, 
assembling, and storing data by both corporation and states for  profit and security, internet of things now stand for ‘connected 
devices generate enormous volumes of data about our movements, locations, activities, interests, encounters, and private and public 
relationships through which we become data subjects. When joined up with other data collected by private or public authorities 
concerning our taxes, health,passport, travel, and finance, the data profiles that can be compiled about people is staggering ... Some 
of the Internet’s novel aspects, such as the speed and reach of interactions and transactions, have spurred concerns about high-
frequency trading, the hacking of financial and banking services, state and corporate spying on citizens, deliberate cross-border 
virus attacks, covert cyberwars among states, and the rise of often anonymous racism, xenophobia, and homophobia along with 
cyberbullying and issues of freedom of speech’ [105]. In order to prevent data privacy businesses often anonymize the PII of the 
customer but the point is that PII is also about a quantity of data and ‘the more information someone has about you, even 
anonymous information, the easier it is for her to identify you’. Again, the internet companies such as Facebook and Google 
improved their product offerings to their actualcustomers by ‘reducing user privacy’ by changing policies or defaultsettings 
respectively [143]. Moreover, as Snowdens’ revelations make clear, the through programs like PRISM, the NSA legally compels 
internet companies like Microsoft, Google, Apple, and Yahoo to provide data ofcitizens of its own interest. Thereare other programs 
that enable the NSA to get ‘direct access to the Internetbackbone to conduct mass surveillance on everyone’. Sometimes those 
corporations cooperate and sometimes they are forced.  What is even more interesting that the NSA itself hacks into the 
infrastructure of those corporations without their consent. ‘This is happening all over the world. Many countries use corporate 
surveillance capabilities to monitor their own citizens. ...The net result is that a lot of surveillance data moves back and forth 
between government and corporations. One consequence of this is that it’s hard to get effective laws passed to curb corporate 
surveillance—governments don’t really want to limit their own access to data by crippling the corporate hand that feeds them’ 
[143]. Ghernaouti, in an ITU document, points to ‘the fragility of confidence’ in data privacy in view of the new cyber threats and 
risks confronting cyberspace. ‘These are still far too often insufficiently recognised and misunderstood and thus easily create fear. 
We cannot necessarily predict when or how these threats will become reality, or the domino effects and sequences of events they 
will provoke, or identify their authors and the people behind them. As a result most notably of the WikiLeaks (2010) and Prism 
(2013) affairs, we now know for certain that digital secrecy does not exist and that we are kept on a close electronic leash and 
tracked, followed, observed and monitored’ [232]. Widespread use of internet electronic commerce, for instance, has many 
implications such as for ‘intellectual property rights, privacy protection, and data filtering, etc.’ affecting both organization and 
society and often producing social concerns and adverse consequence for the digital economy driven by the ICTs [233] [97]. To sum 
up,‘in the digital age, privacy is considered in a new context. It is no more confined to protection of the physical and material 
environment, such as the home, mail or documents, but now extends to the huge volume of personal data in cyberspace, and to the 
high level of connectivity that is turning each individual into a “sensor for the world intelligence community”.  There is no global 
consensus on what can be considered as adequate protection of privacy’ [232]. There is little doubt that invasion of privacy on the 
internet is ‘a significant issue’ in the information age [234]. 
 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The foregoing analysis leads to finding that the Information/knowledge/ digital society is becoming, if it has not already become, a  
‘surveillant society’ [235-240] in view of its inherent privacy  concerns and associated risks  because of  its embodiment of digital 
technologies especially in the computer and internet. There is not great firewall to ensure complete privacy for the individual, 
organizations or the national state. Ironically, they are also involved in the privacy invasive practices for their interests and profits in 
the digital IS. The new surveillance is ‘the use of technical means to extract or create personal data. This is may be taken from 
individuals or contexts’ [241]. As a matter of fact, researchers undertaking studies in computer surveillance in the IS have coined 
different terms for encompassing darker dimensions including privacy erosion, such as ‘dataveillance, the electronic (super) 
panopticon, electronic surveillance, or digital surveillance’ [242]. It is however to be noted that surveillance has two sides: benefits, 
on the one hand, and   problems and risks, on the other. While benefits such as ‘correct identification, screening, checking, 
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appropriate classificationand other tasks associated with it must be acknowledged’, one should also should not be oblivious of its 
‘dangers and risks’. In Beck’s words they represent the ‘bads’ [239]. In the wake of the Third and Fourth Industrial Revolutions, the 
IS has basically emerged as Information Risk Society.  Pinter who catalogues numerous social  risks  (viz. ‘exploitation of workers 
(especially children, women, minority and elderly employees), destruction of jobs (high unemployment rates), environmental 
pollution, threatening of privacy and freedom, increasing xenophobia and intolerance, dividing the society, end of solidarity, 
increasing poverty and inequality’) came to the conclusion that in the late modern society ‘we are at the beginning of a new era, 
which is an information risk society’ [244]. In view of  the  vulnerabilities (viz. Paradigmatic risks, Risks from inadequate 
implementation, Risks from usage, Risks from deliberate misuse) in the computer system, the users experience risks , and hence 
Brunnstein  points to the emergence of ‘ the Information/Knowledge society as Risk Society’ [ 245]. 
The concept of Risk Society (RS) is a new paradigm introduced by Beck to conceptualize the nature and character of the society late 
modernity of the contemporary industrial society. He writes that ‘the risk society is thus not a revolutionary society, but more than 
that, a catastrophic society. In it the state of emergency threatens to become the normal state’ [246].  For Beck, the risk society is a 
kind of society that systematically produces, defines and distributes ‘techno-scientifically produced risks’. Accordingly, (risk) 
problems and conflicts in such a society arise ‘from the production, definition and distribution of techno-scientifically produced 
risks’ [246]. ‘The transition from the industrial to the risk epoch of modernity occurs unintentionally, unseen, compulsively, in the 
course of a dynamic of modernization which has made itself autonomous, on the pattern of latent side-effects … Risk society is not 
an option which could be chosen or rejected in the course of political debate. It arises through the automatic operation of 
autonomous modernization processes which are blind and deaf to consequences and dangers’ [247]. The risk discourse is concerned 
with techno-scientifically produced ‘bads’ (viz. radiation). They are uncontrollable and their consequences are incalculable and 
hence ‘cannot be insured against’ [248]. The RS appears at the very moment when the hazards – the ‘bads’—begin to ‘undermine 
and/or cancel the established safety systems’ and defy ‘existing risk calculation ‘, eventually mutating ‘into risk society through its 
own systematically produced hazards, balances beyond the insurance limit’ [249]. If information/knowledge/digital society has 
emerged as surveillant risk society, CC has also emerged as a computing risk environment, as has been analysed in the present paper 
with the primary objective of illustrating privacy risks. In the first and last instances CC, along with security and privacy issues and 
concerns, is embedded in the IS. Privacy risks are built into the CC environment that provides the platform of both computer and 
internet, the uses of both of which have almost become widespread in varying degrees across the world via the process of 
globalization. The truth of the matter is that both CC and globalization reciprocally feed and accelerate each other.  While 
information/surveillant risk society is expanding,  similarly privacy risks has  increasingly come into view as one of most difficult 
security issues according to most analysts even if CC is in the process of  a larger scale of  adoption by individuals, organization and 
even the nation – states. This is in spite of inherent problem of privacy and security risks associated with the CC. A Report of the 
ITU on the CC privacy rightly points out that ‘without knowledge of the physical location of the server or of how the processing of 
personal data is configured, end-users consume cloud services without any information about the processes involved. Data in the 
cloud are easier to manipulate, but also easier to lose control of. For instance, storing personal data on a server somewhere in 
cyberspace could pose a major threat to individual privacy. Cloud computing thus raises a number of privacy and security questions. 
Can cloud providers be trusted? Are cloud servers reliable enough? What happens if data get lost? What about privacy and lock-in? 
Will switching to another cloud be difficult?  ... Privacy issues are increasingly important in the online world. It is generally 
accepted that due consideration of privacy issues promotes user confidence and economic development. However, the secure 
release, management and control of personal information into the cloud represent a huge challenge for all stakeholders, involving 
pressures both legal and commercial. .. Cybercriminal activities impacting cloud computing environments -- for example, fraud and 
malicious hacking -- are threats that can undermine user confidence in the cloud. Cloud computing providers face multiple, and 
potentially conflicting, laws concerning disclosure of information. Achieving a better understanding of jurisdictional issues is 
critical and should be tackled through enhanced dialogue’ [250]. As Ghernaouti puts it succinctly, ‘cyber-risks are a reality for 
everyone’ [232]. In the light my analysis and survey on the risks accompanying both CC and RS, it is needless to elaborate any 
further how both  are analogous. Both are essentially an outcome of techno-scientific origin and involved human factors. Both are 
global in nature and occur in the global information capitalist market in the networked informational society. Last but not the least, 
both are involved in or subject to concerns such as threats, attacks, vulnerabilities, trusts, data privacy and surveillance within 
national and international boundaries. As far privacy issues are concerned, it will be in the fitness of things to conclude, despite 
many positive efforts including privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs),   in the borrowed words of with Aspinall et al. about the 
risks and issues of ensuring privacy: ‘privacy remains highly vulnerable. Rapid technology developments and increasing interest in 
identities and other personal data from commercial and government sectors have fuelled increasing data collection to privacy’s 
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detriment, with little apparent financial advantage in its protection. Laws and regulation have been faltering for various reasons: 
weak and slow implementation, ineffective sanctions, and easy circumvention. Many laws aim at checkbox compliance rather than 
promoting the actual protection of human rights. Technology and processes have become so complex that not even experts – let 
alone end-users – can tell whether or not privacy is being protected; hence protective measures are inhibited. This makes it more 
difficult for user-controlled identity management to succeed in empowering users. Moreover, the Snowden revelations in 2013 made 
it clear that electronic infrastructures are very vulnerable, and protection mechanisms such as encryption are rarely used. Identity 
information of Internet and phone users is being collected and analyzed by intelligence services in the pursuit of national security. 
This is problematic not only for maintaining privacy and managing one’s identities, but for the organization and structure of 
societies and economies in general’ [251].  
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